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Management Summary 
 

Introduction 

The Brainport Eindhoven region is located in the province of Noord-Brabant, the Netherlands. 

Actors in the region develop innovative high-tech solutions and specialize in advanced manufacturing 

systems, photonics, nano-electronics and advanced materials. With the highest patent density of Europe, 

Brainport can be found among the most-well performing high-tech regions of the continent. The 

Brainport region also accounts for 40% of R&D expenditure in the Netherlands (van der Zee, 2013).  

 

In the Brainport region, multiple actors engaged in similar activities can be found in proximity 

of each other. This concentration of entities can be described as a cluster and an innovation ecosystem, 

because the definitions of these phenomena have quite some overlap (Götz, 2019a; Horlings, 2014; 

Moore, 1996; Porter, 2000). The proximity of parties in the Brainport region may impact the 

innovativeness of the region, as proximity is expected to facilitate knowledge creation and exchange, 

as well as the smooth flow of goods and other spill-over processes (Davids & Frenken, 2018; Götz, 

2019b; Lagendijk & Lorentzen, 2007; Parrino, 2015). Additionally, collaborations in Brainport are 

unique because companies, knowledge institutes and government work on innovation together, which 

is known as triple helix collaboration (van der Zee, 2013). The combination of these unique 

collaborations and clustering may offer unique opportunities for the generation of new combinations of 

knowledge and resources (Carayannis & Campbell, 2009; Mercan & Göktaş, 2011; Ranga & Etzkowitz, 

2013).  

 

For the Brainport region, an important challenge is to remain successful, especially in the face 

of disruptive technologies. To achieve this, it has been found that Brainport should choose specific key 

technology areas, as this will provide a focus. Examples of such technologies include 3D-printing, 

system engineering and Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Boon et al., 2020). Therefore, investigating the 

potential of such technologies in the context of Brainport may be an important course of action. AI is 

emerging as a general-purpose technology that is expected to have far-reaching effects and cause 

disruptive changes in value chains and business models, which is why investigating the potential of AI 

in Brainport Eindhoven is relevant (Delponte, 2018; Hoos et al., 2019). Brainport Development, the 

economic development agency of the region, has therefore asked for an investigation of the potential of 

AI in Brainport. Preliminary research found that focusing on AI in the medical technology (medtech), 

advanced manufacturing and mobility sector of Brainport was the most relevant. 

 

To assess the potential of AI in Brainport, this research makes use of the scientific discipline of 

the geography of innovation. According to this discipline, diversification into a new (technology) area 

tends to be more successful when there are already related resources (or capabilities) present in the 

region. Such diversification into a related field is known as related diversification (Boschma, 2017; 

Neffke et al., 2011; Rigby, 2015). The available set of local capabilities may also limit the options for 

regional diversification, which means that if a region does not possess the necessary capabilities for a 

specific activity, it will be harder to develop that activity. Little research has focused on assessing the 

relatedness between present and emerging technologies, as most research has focused on the relatedness 

between past and present technologies. Therefore, there is no clear consensus on how to systematically 

assess the relatedness to emerging technologies. It is relevant to study the potential of related 

diversification into an emerging technology field, as this may help reveal which technologies to focus 

on and thus ensure future economic success. This research has identified several indicators of 

relatedness, namely knowledge, skills and partners (Boschma, 2017). These indicators can be used to 

assess the relatedness between the current high-tech ecosystem of Brainport and a potential future AI 

ecosystem. The research thereby aims to contribute to a gap in the literature by applying the concept of 

related diversification in the context of emerging technologies. 
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Based on the gap in the literature, the main research question of this study has been defined as: 

To what extent does the current high-tech ecosystem in Brainport Eindhoven offer potential for related 

diversification in AI and which steps can be taken to increase this potential? 

 

Methodology 

To obtain an understanding of the theoretical concepts of this research, an extensive literature 

study was performed. Several concepts from the literature were found te be relevant and became the 

basis for the creation of an interview protocol for semi-structured interview sessions (i.e. relatedness, 

proximity, triple helix collaborations, clustering, and opportunities for international partnerships). 

These interview questions addressed, for example, AI activity, necessary competences, the experience 

of being part of the Brainport Eindhoven ecosystem, the importance of proximity, partners, and 

opportunities for international partnerships. Eighteen interviews were conducted with different types of 

actors in the Brainport region, and one actor that was also located outside of the Brainport region. The 

interviewed actors were either operating in the mobility, medtech or advanced manufacturing sector, or 

part of a knowledge institute, venture capitalist, AI company, development company or were an 

ecosystem expert. Eleven interviewed parties characterized themselves as being active in AI, four as 

not active in AI and three participants were not directly engaged in any AI activity themselves. The 

interviews resulted in a large amount of valuable qualitative data, which were analyzed and coded to 

also obtain also more quantitative insights.  

 

Results 

During the interviews, several challenges and necessary competences for AI in Brainport were 

identified. Knowledge and skills in software engineering were mentioned to be important for developing 

and deploying AI. However, most interviewees mentioned that the software engineering competence 

was already present within the organization and could thus be used for further AI development. A 

challenge that was often mentioned was digitalization and setting up a data infrastructure. Data 

regulations in Europe were also mentioned as an important challenge for AI developments. Domain 

knowledge was seen as a competence that was important for the successful implementation of AI in 

specific domains. However, non-technical knowledge and skills were also important, such as 

knowledge of philosophy and psychology.  

 

A very prominent challenge for AI in Brainport also resides in the need for use cases, because 

it is often not yet clear to actors what they can achieve with AI in their specific context. A solution that 

was offered for this challenge during the interviews was developing platforms that provide trained AI 

systems (such as machine learning models). Such platforms would make AI more accessible, especially 

for SMEs. Another challenge for AI is the fear and lack of urgency that surrounds it. Because it is still 

unclear to many what investing in AI will yield, investing in AI is still a big step. To make progress 

with AI, several interviewees mentioned the need for a visionary. Such a local visionary can drive AI 

developments by providing information, and thus decreasing fear, but also by increasing coordination 

between parties in the Brainport region.  

 

Human capital is also an important factor in AI developments. Especially for smaller 

companies, it is quite difficult to find young AI talent, but the talent itself also has trouble finding those 

companies. Furthermore, talent must be retained in the region, as a loss of talent is also an important 

challenge for Brainport Eindhoven. Therefore, the living environment of the region needs to be 

attractive, and young talent needs to encounter the specific knowledge domains of Brainport, making 

them enthusiastic to apply their AI knowledge in the Brainport sectors. However, resources are needed 

for this as well, since more investments are made in other regions in the Netherlands. Attracting venture 

capitalists might thus be an important goal. By providing professional education, more AI talent can be 

built up among the current workforce, because knowledge institutes cannot produce enough talent 

alone. 
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Several unique competences of the Brainport region were also mentioned during the interviews. 

Factors that set the region apart are its allure, culture, mutual trust, size, collaborations, knowledge base 

and talent. The ecosystem thus seems to offer several competences that can contribute to accelerating 

its AI developments. 

 

During the interviews, participants were asked about the opportunities for international 

partnerships. It became clear that most actors did not yet know which international partnerships would 

be most valuable, but there was a clear consensus on what such partnerships should look like. Several 

participants mentioned the need for partnerships that lead to concrete actions. According to the 

interviewees, for both local and international partnerships, complementary actors should work together 

towards concrete goals and take action.  

 

The importance of proximity was stressed in the majority of interviews. However, it became 

clear that proximity is preferred but not essential. Having access to knowledge is the most important, 

but this can also occur without proximity. For building up trust, setting up partnerships and the creative 

process, however, physical proximity is strongly preferred.  

 

When assessing the potential for related diversification in AI, most participants indicated that 

they were able to generate knowledge internally, indicating that they were able to build upon existing 

capabilities. This finding was supported by the notion that most participants viewed AI as an extension 

of their current work instead of an entirely new line of work. Furthermore, most actors described 

needing the same partners as before, because those same partners were able to fulfill the newly 

expressed needs related to AI. Additionally, most participants indicated that AI should be seen as a tool 

that can be implemented in the high-tech systems that are already being designed in the Brainport 

region. All these findings support that a combination of high-tech and AI in Brainport offers the most 

potential for related diversification in AI. The Brainport region should thus not reinvent itself and focus 

on entirely new domains of AI, but should use AI as a tool to further strengthen the high-tech ecosystem 

that is already present. 

 

Conclusion 

The main finding of the research is that AI has potential to be successful in the Brainport region. 

However, according to the theory of related diversification, this potential only exists if actors in the 

Brainport region make use of the competences that the region has to offer. Nevertheless, there are 

several challenges that need to be addressed to fully make use of this potential. AI in Brainport is 

promising because most of the Brainport region’s actors can build upon and extend their existing 

knowledge base of high-tech solutions without having to hire additional experts. Therefore, the existing 

knowledge base offers a strong starting point for AI developments. Additionally, the existing partners 

of the actors in the ecosystem provide sufficient support for companies that are active in AI. Thus, this 

is another indication of relatedness between the high-tech ecosystem and the AI ecosystem. However, 

there only seems to be relatedness to a large extent between the high-tech ecosystem and a potential AI 

ecosystem if the focus of AI is on the combination between AI and high-tech systems. This means that 

the actors in the Brainport region should start their AI developments by first building upon the 

knowledge of the existing high-tech ecosystem and focus on applying AI within that domain.    
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
The Brainport Eindhoven region is located in the province of Noord-Brabant, the Netherlands. 

The region is characterized by an innovative business environment and the development of many 

innovations based on the newest technologies. Within Brainport, there is a unique collaboration between 

government, knowledge institutes, and companies, which is known as the triple helix. Brainport is one 

of the most well performing high-tech regions in Europe, with the highest patent density of Europe, and 

accounts for around 40% of R&D expenditure in the Netherlands (van der Zee, 2013). However, the 

Brainport region is faced with the question of how to stay ahead in innovation. According to Boon et 

al. (2020), this can only be achieved by deciding on more specific key technologies. Examples of such 

technologies include 3D-printing, system engineering and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The region can 

only stay ahead by engaging not only in incremental innovation, but must also increasingly invest in 

more disruptive innovation (Boon et al., 2020). Therefore, investigating the potential of several key 

technologies is relevant to determine which technologies are most promising in the context of Brainport. 

Since AI is emerging as a general-purpose technology that is expected to have far-reaching effects and 

cause disruptive changes both in value chains and business models, the Brainport region does not want 

to fall behind. With AI developments moving at high speeds, investigating the potential of AI in the 

context of Brainport is urgent (Delponte, 2018; Hoos et al., 2019). Therefore, Brainport Development, 

the economic development agency of the region, has asked for research to be carried out about the 

potential of AI in the Brainport Eindhoven Region.  

Viewing regions as eco-systemic agglomerations of both organizational and institutional 

entities, with converging and conflicting goals, behaviors, priorities and expectations is becoming 

increasingly popular (Carayannis et al., 2018). According to Moore (1996), innovation ecosystems can 

be described as a diverse set of actors that work together towards innovation, where suppliers deliver 

key components and technologies, several organizations provide complementary products and services 

and where customers are building demand and capabilities. An example of such an innovation 

ecosystem is Brainport Eindhoven. The Brainport Eindhoven region’s ecosystem is currently especially 

strong in advanced manufacturing systems, photonics, nano-electronics and advanced materials (van 

der Zee, 2013). However, a concern for Brainport Development is whether the region’s ecosystem can 

remain competitive in the face of disruptive technological change. Therefore, the objective of this 

research is to investigate the potential of the Brainport region to also develop itself into a strong AI 

ecosystem. Understanding how successful innovation ecosystems remain competitive in the face of 

disruptive technologies might benefit from more attention in scientific research, because it is a topic 

that is likely to have implications for practitioners and scholars, but also for policy makers who are 

working on promoting economic welfare within sectors, regions and nations. Such a lack of proper 

understanding may lead to an absence of the necessary conditions, resources and activities, which may 

then result in a collaborative network that fails to come into existence (Dedehayir et al., 2018).   

 

1.2 Problem Context and Relevance 
AI is expected to bring about the ‘fourth industrial revolution’, and AI developments rank high 

on the international policy agenda. The country that achieves the lead in AI is expected to have a 

technological, economic and security advantage. Particularly the United States and China are trying to 

dominate Big Data, which is the raw material that is needed for the functioning of AI (Delponte, 2018). 

China and the United States are currently ahead of Europe in terms of the development of AI 

applications. The lag in AI development in Europe causes a loss in talent to academia and industry from 

Europe to the frontrunning parts of the world. Due to concerns that Europe is losing ground to China 

and the US, Europe wants to catch up and aims at becoming an independent AI hub (Delponte, 2018; 
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Hoos et al., 2019). To achieve this, the European Commission has developed a European approach to 

AI, which is based on three pillars. Firstly, Europe aims at being ahead of technological developments 

and wants to encourage the uptake by public and private sectors. Secondly, preparations need to be 

made for the socio-economic changes that will be brought about by AI. Lastly, an appropriate ethical 

and legal framework must be ensured (Delponte, 2018).  

The Netherlands is ranked in the top 20 of overall government AI readiness, and the country is 

thus expected to have the potential to quickly increase AI development and adoption (Delponte, 2018; 

Miller et al., 2019).  The Brainport Eindhoven region is (one of) the most innovative regions of the 

Netherlands and has the ambition to become an influential AI ecosystem. With the emergence of AI as 

a general-purpose technology that is expected to have far-reaching effects in several sectors and cause 

disruptive changes in value chains and business models, the region does not want to fall behind. 

Therefore, the goal of Brainport Development is for the region to remain successful in the face of such 

a disruptive technology (Delponte, 2018; Hoos et al., 2019; van der Zee, 2013).  

The Brainport Eindhoven region’s current high-tech ecosystem shows that the region is capable 

of developing a strong high-tech ecosystem, but the question remains if the region can use its existing 

knowledge to move into the domain of AI (van der Zee, 2013). The scientific discipline of the geography 

of innovation finds that diversification into a new (technology) area tends to be more successful if there 

are already related resources present in the region (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2018). Thus, this 

means that if the existing high-tech ecosystem of the Brainport region and a potential AI ecosystem are 

related in that they require similar knowledge, skills or partners, this will help  the Brainport region to 

obtain a relative advantage in AI (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2018). To examine this, an exploratory 

study has been carried out that tries to investigate where the potential for related diversification into the 

field of AI of the Brainport Eindhoven region lies and that aims at identifying opportunities for 

strengthening and improving this AI ecosystem (Boschma, 2017). Based on preliminary research of the 

Brainport Eindhoven region, it was found that the three largest application markets in the Brainport 

Eindhoven ecosystem are advanced manufacturing, medical technology (medtech) and mobility. 

Therefore, the focus of this research is on those three sectors. The role of human start-ups, scale-ups 

and human capital in the region has also been considered in this research. 

 

1.3 Research Questions and Research Method 
The following research question was formulated, as well as two sub questions: 

RQ1: To what extent does the current high-tech ecosystem in Brainport Eindhoven offer potential for 

related diversification in AI and which steps can be taken to increase this potential? 

RQ1.1: Which knowledge and competences are either already present or are currently missing for the 

further development of an AI ecosystem in Brainport Eindhoven? 

RQ1.2: To what extent can the potential of the ecosystem be increased through international strategic 

partnerships, and which activities need to be located in proximity to the Brainport Eindhoven region, 

given the strategic importance of the activity? 

Interviews, as well as scientific literature, policy and business reports, have been the main sources 

from which the necessary information to answer the research questions was derived. It is relevant to 

study the role of relatedness in Brainport because this may show where the opportunities for AI in the 

Brainport region lie. Thus, if there is relatedness between the current high-tech ecosystem and the 

potential AI ecosystem, AI development in Brainport may be accelerated through this relatedness and 

this may enable the region to obtain a relative advantage in AI (Boschma, 2017; Cooke, 2012; Hidalgo 

et al., 2018). Furthermore, a study by Engel (2015) stresses the importance of building upon and 

enhancing local capabilities. Thus, the Brainport Eindhoven ecosystem may only be suitable for 
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becoming an AI hub when they build upon the existing capabilities of the region. Therefore, it is 

important to map what those capabilities are. Moreover, the role of international linkages in extending 

and changing the knowledge base of (Brainport) ecosystems is a relatively new topic, to which this case 

study can contribute (Kinnunen et al., 2016). Thus, this research contributes to theory by describing the 

role of related diversification in the context of AI in the Brainport region, it attempts to shed light on 

the importance of international linkages and proximity for AI and will deliver practical implications for 

Brainport Development on how to proceed in developing the AI ecosystem.  

 

1.4 Company Context 
The research for this master thesis was performed at Brainport Development, located in 

Eindhoven in the Netherlands. Brainport Development is the economic development agency of the 

region, which focuses on strengthening the business environment of Brainport. Brainport Eindhoven is 

an innovative ecosystem located in the southeast of the Noord-Brabant province and is characterized 

by a strong advanced manufacturing sector, a special design sector and a unique model of collaboration. 

The region can be described as a cluster of knowledge-intensive manufacturing industry where 

technically complex products are produced in small batch sizes (Brainport Agenda, 2020).  

The Brainport region consists of 21 municipalities and houses several campuses, fieldlabs and 

innovation hubs. The economic development agency Brainport Development is responsible for the 

implementation of the strategy that is determined by the triple-helix board of ‘Stichting Brainport’ 

(Foundation Brainport) (Brainport Agenda, 2020). 

In the next chapter, an introduction to the Brainport region will be provided, as well as an 

introduction to AI. After that, the theoretical background will explain the discipline of the geography 

of innovation, related diversification and several other relevant theoretical concepts. These concepts 

will then be combined into an integrated framework. In the sections thereafter, the research method will 

be further elaborated upon, after which the results, discussion and conclusion of the research will be 

presented.  
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2 The Case of Brainport Eindhoven 
The Brainport Eindhoven region is located in the Province of Noord-Brabant in the 

Netherlands. The region is currently one of the three key pillars of the Dutch economy, which are the 

regions Amsterdam (Airport), Rotterdam (Seaport) and Eindhoven (Brainport) (van der Zee, 2013). 

However, in the 1990s, Eindhoven was strongly affected by the process of de-industrialization. This 

process brought about economic and social decline. These pressing issues led to an attempt by the city 

of Eindhoven and the surrounding region to reinvent itself as an important high-tech hotspot in the 

Netherlands. This reinvention has led the region to position itself at the heart of the national knowledge 

policy agenda, which was labeled as the ‘Brainport’ initiative (Horlings, 2014).  

The Brainport Eindhoven region strongly specializes in high-tech and related specializations, 

such as advanced manufacturing systems, photonics, nano-electronics, mechatronics, robotics and 

advanced materials (Boon et al., 2020; van der Zee, 2013). The cause of the economic success of the 

Brainport Eindhoven region is the result of cooperation between top scientists, knowledge industry and 

manufacturing industry, which takes place both regionally and internationally. Within the Brainport 

region, even competitors share ideas with each other, and Brainport Development encourages this 

process of open innovation (Horlings, 2014). Thus, in the region, triple helix cooperation takes place 

between businesses, governments, and knowledge institutes. This cooperation and development of the 

Brainport region has made it a region of economic importance. The region is one of the most important 

factors of growth for the Dutch economy, and the region is proudly characterized as the ‘smartest region 

of the world’, which explains the choice for the term ‘Brainport’ (Boon et al., 2020; van der Zee, 2013).  

The Brainport region houses numerous renowned knowledge and research institutes, companies 

and campuses, such as Philips, DAF, ASML, TomTom, Eindhoven University of Technology and High 

Tech Campus Eindhoven. In the Eindhoven region, different stakeholders are able to meet each other 

within a 40-kilometer radius around the city. Furthermore, many first-tier suppliers (70%) are located 

near their important clients. Moreover, also 35% of second and third tier companies are located nearby. 

The geographical boundaries of Brainport are difficult to clearly define due to the relational approach 

of the triple helix. As such, the regional boundaries can also be characterized by flows of ideas, 

information, and products (Horlings, 2014).   

In 2005, the Brainport Foundation that was established, which was supervised by five 

representatives from government, six from knowledge institutes and five from industry. Regional 

development programs formed this structure and strategic frame and were aiming to address the 

economic crisis of the previous decade. In Brainport, an iterative triple helix strategy process is run to 

create and update the shared vision and strategy. The goal of this process is to facilitate a strong and 

focused regional development project portfolio. The central actor of this triple helix collaboration is 

Brainport Development, which organizes implementation of the shared agenda set by the Brainport 

Foundation. This triple helix structure and approach to collaboration is branded as ‘Brainport’, which 

is, in combination with a strong fact-based narrative, utilized for lobbying and advancing the recognition 

of the region, both nationally and internationally (Kinnunen et al., 2016).  

The Brainport case has shown that it is possible for strategic triple helix structure and 

implementation to take a holistic and high-profile role in the representation of the region. Furthermore, 

it has been shown that such a structure can support regional innovation-led development. Moreover, the 

case of Brainport illustrates that a development agency, in this case Brainport Development, can replace 

several separate city development agencies. The case of the Brainport region illustrates that Brainport 

Development has taken on a broad and active role in the organization of the implementation of a shared 

agenda, but the agency is not necessarily also responsible for the implementation of the activities 

(Kinnunen et al., 2016).  
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Within the Brainport region, the high-tech manufacturing industry will most likely play a 

defining role for the future welfare of the region. Thus, the question of how the region will be able to 

maintain its leading position, is very relevant. An important challenge that the Brainport region is 

facing, is the choice of key technologies that the region should focus on (Boon et al., 2020). According 

to the report by Boon et al. (2020), a few technologies should be selected as focus areas, around which 

a cluster with collaborations between companies and institutes can be developed. Examples of key 

technology areas that are being mentioned include micro and nanotechnology, AI, smart industry, 3D 

printing, system engineering and photonics. Once a decision for key technologies has been made, a 

cluster needs to be developed surrounding these technologies. However, it is important to assess which 

key technologies will strongly contribute to the prolonged economic success of the Brainport region. 

Since China and the US are strongly invested in data-driven technologies, it seems to be a challenge to 

compete with them (Boon et al., 2020; Brainport Agenda, 2020). Therefore, it is relevant to investigate 

which key technologies have the potential to thrive in the Brainport region. AI is emerging as a general-

purpose technology that is expected to have far-reaching effects and cause disruptive changes both in 

value chains and business models, and the Brainport region does not want to fall behind. With AI 

developments moving at high speeds, it is urgent to investigate the potential of AI in the context of 

Brainport, because postponing this investigation further may make it impossible to catch up with other 

regions (Delponte, 2018; Hoos et al., 2019). For the purpose of this research, the focus will therefore 

be on the potential of AI in Brainport.  

 

2.1 Artificial Intelligence 
The word ‘intelligence’ alone has proven to be a difficult concept to define. As such, there has 

also been much discussion about the definition of AI. As the field of AI has been and still is rapidly 

evolving, its definitions also change over time (Delponte, 2018; Kok et al., 2009; Wang, 2019). One of 

the first definitions of AI was proposed by Alan Turing, who came up with the Turing Test. During the 

Turing Test, something is placed behind a curtain and speaks with a participant. If that participant is 

unable to differentiate between it and a human, it would be considered AI (Turing, 1948). Following 

this not very formal definition, many researchers have developed different definitions of AI (Dobrev, 

2012; Wang, 2019). Dobrev (2012) has defined AI as “a program which in an arbitrary world will cope 

not worse than a human” (p. 2), while Kaplan & Haenlein (2019) use a definition that states that AI is 

a “system’s ability to correctly interpret external data, to learn from such data, and to use those learnings 

to achieve specific goals and tasks through flexible adaptation” (p. 17). According to Nilsson (2009), 

the term AI refers to any technology (software, algorithm, processes, robots, etc.) that is capable of 

functioning appropriately with foresight of its environment.  

For the purpose of this research, the following definition of AI has been formulated: The term 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is used to describe any technology (software, algorithm, processes, robots, 

etc.) that is capable of achieving specific goals and tasks through flexible adaptation (Dobrev, 2012; 

A. Kaplan & Haenlein, 2019; Nilsson, 2009).  

The increasing sophistication of AI is, for the most important part, caused by Machine Learning 

(ML), which has also led to a spike in the interest in AI (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017; PWC, 2018). 

ML can be defined as “algorithms that can learn from examples (instances) and can improve their 

performance with more data over time” (PWC, 2018, pp. 3). For ML, different forms of ‘unstructured’ 

data (e.g. images, spoken language, the internet) can be used to inform on decisions and actions (J. 

Kaplan, 2016). With its unique learning capabilities, ML makes it possible to automate tasks that we 

were unable to automate before its existence. Furthermore, ML systems can learn exceptionally well, 

which means that superhuman performance can be achieved in a wide range of activities. ML systems 

can thus be deployed in many different contexts, and their impact is expected to be profound. It is 

important to understand that ML has a fundamentally different approach to creating software. Software 
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used to be explicitly programmed for a certain goal, while a ML system learns from examples. ML 

makes it possible to overcome the need to explicitly code existing knowledge. This means that a ML 

can then also carry out tasks that rely on tacit knowledge, which is knowledge that is nearly impossible 

to explicitly code (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). According to Brynjolfsson and Mcafee (2017), ML 

is driving changes in tasks and occupations, business processes and business models. This means that 

ML can lead the redesign of tasks and occupations, that business processes need to be adjusted and that 

business models need to be redesigned in such a way that they take advantage of ML systems. Thus, 

ML is expected to have a profound impact at multiple levels of business, which is why it is important 

to optimally make use of this tool (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017). 

ML takes a statistical approach to AI, of which the decisions can be difficult to interpret and 

validate (PWC, 2018). An issue that has arisen around AI is the fact that the relation between input and 

output is not always clear (Brynjolfsson & Mcafee, 2017; J. Kaplan, 2016). As stated by Goebel et al. 

(2018), it is often very difficult to understand the internal working of such a model, even when we 

understand the underlying mathematical scaffolding of the ML architecture. This lack of understanding 

of the decision making by AI is known as an algorithmic ‘black box’. AI is becoming more and more 

sophisticated, complex and autonomous, offering opportunities for both business and society. However, 

this increasing sophistication may make explainability even more difficult but also even more important 

(PWC, 2018). Therefore, explicit modeling and reasoning tools are needed to ensure that it is understood 

how and why a specific result was achieved. An important reason for the cruciality of explainability is 

that when AI is not explainable, this may lead to risks surrounding the proper functioning of the 

applications and its (possible lack of) inclusiveness (Castelvecchi, 2016). The importance of 

explainability has been widely acknowledged by European policymakers, making it an important 

precondition for AI in Europe (Delponte, 2018).  

This explainability of and control over AI agents that are developed is important because 

widespread use of AI can also have negative side-effects on society. If digital technologies are used in 

the wrong way, it has been found that this could lead to mass unemployment and economic depression 

(Helbing, 2019). AI is expected to, among others, affect global productivity, equality, inclusion and the 

environment. It has been reported that AI may impact the sustainable development goals (SDGs) in 

both positive and negative ways. Furthermore, AI-powered technology is may create great wealth, 

which is expected to mainly go to those already well-off and well-educated, while others are worse off 

due to job displacement. AI may thus have serious drawbacks and could decrease the prosperity of 

certain groups of people (Vinuesa et al., 2020). Therefore, it must not be forgotten that intelligent 

learning systems also carry risks, which is why its benefits should be greater than its risks. Furthermore, 

for AI to be worthwhile, its possible damages to society should be small or rare, making them 

acceptable. Thus, these damages should not pose large-scale threats, for example to our economy, 

infrastructures, and society as a whole. Suggestions have been made to achieve this. Examples of such 

suggestions include a legal framework for automated technologies and intelligent machines and 

accountability for companies for the automated technologies they deliver. Furthermore, when 

automated systems get out of control, contingency plans need to be available, and governments need to 

stay in control by regulating and supervising the use of super-intelligent machines with support of 

qualified experts and scientists (Helbing, 2019).  To safeguard the potential drawbacks of AI, regulatory 

oversight may thus be very important. For this, policymakers with sufficient understanding of AI and 

its challenges need to be able to formulate sound policy (Vinuesa et al., 2020). 

If AI can be controlled and regulated, it is expected to make important contributions to the 

solutions of many societal challenges. A reason for this is that AI can neutralize some physical and 

cognitive limitations of humans. With the implementation of AI, robots can take over boring, heavy or 

dangerous tasks and computers can analyze data more quickly and more efficiently. Furthermore, 

because the marginal costs are low and AI is easily scalable, processes can become more efficient and 

new products will become possible (Brainport Agenda, 2020).  
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With Brainport Development developing a focus on several key technology areas, their 

knowledge and position in the region may strongly contribute to the formulation of technology policies 

(Boon et al., 2020). Thus, Brainport Development may not only need to play a role in optimally using 

the potential of AI and other key technologies in the region, but may also need to play a role in 

preventing its drawbacks. 

 

2.1.1 Artificial Intelligence in Brainport 

AI is a general-purpose technology which can thus be applied in many different contexts. 

Therefore, the type of application of AI can differ in different markets, regions or countries. A report 

by Jonkman and Huis in ’t Veld (2019) describes that good integration of AI can boost a country’s 

economic growth substantially. Also, the report discusses that if the Netherlands does not utilize the 

potential of AI, the country’s economy will strongly lag behind the countries that do utilize this 

potential. It is emphasized that there is a need to focus on full integration of AI, which can only be 

achieved when AI is combined with human activity. Due to AI integration, employees will be able to 

utilize their skills optimally and use their time more efficiently. This optimization can result in a 27 

percent increase in labor productivity in the Netherlands. Such high labor productivity will compensate 

for the relatively high wages in the Netherlands (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019). However, there are 

also concerns that AI will lead to a job displacement and loss of employment, because human tasks can 

be replaced by an AI agent (Vinuesa et al., 2020). Therefore, the impact of AI on the levels of 

employment in the region and accompanying wider prosperity of its inhabitants is very important 

(Raspe et al., 2019). This view is in line with the Brainport Agenda (2020), which states economic 

policy can only really be called successful when it leads to widespread employment and contributes to 

societal goals. The themes of widespread employment and the contribution to societal goals in the 

context of AI are thus important to consider.  

The realization of the importance of AI has also resulted in the formation of the Netherlands 

AI Coalition (NL AIC). Its mission is to stimulate, support and also organize Dutch AI activities. The 

NL AIC is seen as the platform for collaboration between businesses, knowledge institutes, 

governments, and society representatives. The NL AIC is considered by the Dutch government as a 

strategic and overarching public-private partnership (Oudshoorn & Vijselaar, 2019). The NL AIC has 

stressed one essential condition to embrace AI in the Netherlands: the Netherlands needs to stimulate 

and accelerate science and innovation with a focus on AI and must develop new applications quickly: 

not only at a national level, but also in regions and in local initiatives. Since knowledge institutes that 

can accelerate science and innovation are located in specific regions, as well as companies that embrace 

the technology, national ambitions need to be realized in regions (Brainport Agenda, 2020; Jonkman & 

Huis in ’t Veld, 2019). Therefore, the role that AI can play in the Brainport region needs to be 

investigated further. As mentioned previously, preliminary research has shown that there are three main 

application sectors in the Brainport Eindhoven ecosystem that are most suitable for integration with AI: 

advanced manufacturing industry, medtech and mobility.  

 

2.1.2 Advanced Manufacturing Industry and AI in Brainport Eindhoven 

In industry, material goods are produced in a highly mechanized and automatized way. Since 

the beginning of industrialization, leaps in technology have led to paradigm shifts, or industrial 

revolutions. The shift to advanced digitalization within factories, in combination with internet 

technologies and future-oriented technologies in the field of ‘smart’ objects, seems to lead to a new 

paradigm shift in industrial production. This has led to a vision of the future that contains modular and 

efficient manufacturing systems in which products control their own manufacturing process. Moreover, 

this shift could lead to the realization of manufacturing of individual products in a batch size of one, 

while the economic conditions of mass production are maintained. This future expectation has been 
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termed ‘Industry 4.0’ (or smart industry), which stands for the ‘4th industrial revolution’ (Lasi et al., 

2014). Even though Industry 4.0 still lacks an explicit definition, it is expected to revolutionize the 

global economy (Brettel et al., 2014). Industry 4.0 transforms global value chains, where networks 

become adaptive and entities become interrelated (Götz, 2019a). 

The sector Hightech Systems & Materials (HTSM) has traditionally been an important field in 

the Noord-Brabant province. Software has also always played an important role (embedded systems), 

but its importance has increased over the last decade. The emergence of AI solutions in complex systems 

has made software even more important. To stimulate the development of AI for complex systems, the 

TU/e has invested 100 million euros in AI research and education through the Eindhoven Artificial 

Intelligence Systems Institute (EAISI). This research institute focuses on the use of data and algorithms 

in complex systems, such as the waferscanners of ASML, imaging devices of Philips and cars, buses 

and trucks of VDL, DAF and NXP (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019). 

AI in complex machinery and smart industry in Brainport may have a lot of potential, but there 

are also concerns about its effect on employment levels. Since the development of autonomous robots 

may result in autonomous factories, automation of industry is often associated with a loss in 

employment opportunities. However, this view is incorrect because most industry using physical labor 

has already been moved to Asia and other parts of the world, due to low wages that help achieve 

profitable production. However, such practices are bad for the environment as they lead to high 

transportation costs and there often is a lack of information about the environmental impacts. Due to 

COVID-19, the importance of local production and local autonomy has become more evident. 

Furthermore, COVID-19 has led to rising costs for offshore production, making it more attractive to 

move production back to Europe (van Nunen & Smits, 2020). According to van Nunen and Smits 

(2020), AI in combination with high-tech systems will make it possible to create completely 

autonomous factories in the near future (van Nunen & Smits, 2020).  

Several opportunities have been identified for applying AI in industry in Brainport Eindhoven. 

Firstly, Industry 4.0 will transform the old-fashioned factory into a smart factory. The production 

process is improved by, for example, reducing downtime, surplus and by gaining more insight by 

monitoring the entire production process. AI can help companies make use of the available data to 

identify patterns and gain insights that would be impossible for a human alone to obtain. AI is able to 

automate and optimize processes or use insights for prediction, can recognize speech, can detect errors 

or execute movements. Integration of (IT) systems within companies and departments, processes or 

functions (vertical system integration), as well as between organizations, such as suppliers, government 

and stakeholders (horizontal system integration) is increasing rapidly (van Nunen & Smits, 2020).   

 

2.1.3 Medtech and AI in Brainport Eindhoven 

AI will change the jobs of care providers and how we approach the health of citizens and 

patients. AI offers great chances to improve the health of the population and to ease the increasing 

pressure on the Dutch healthcare system. AI can be deployed to provide quicker insights in the current 

health problems and take proactive action against foreseen problems (van Nunen & Smits, 2020). AI 

can support a medical specialist in achieving a quick and accurate decision-making process, which can 

reduce the costs of healthcare. Additionally, a patient will receive better care due to quick and accurate 

diagnosis and due to a personalized treatment process, which is known as personalized care (Yu et al., 

2018). 

The Netherlands has always been ahead in terms of digitalization in healthcare, as well as the 

necessary infrastructure. Because of excellent clinical, AI and health research, the Netherlands has an 

outstanding starting position to become an international leader in scientific research and innovation in 

the field of AI for (health)care. In the Netherlands, many parties are uniting themselves nationally and 
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regionally, developing a sectoral coalition for making health data shareable and accessible for research 

and innovation (van Nunen & Smits, 2020).  

Even though there is great potential for the deployment of AI for health and care, important 

developments in the healthcare sector very much depend on the availability of good quality data, leading 

to challenges regarding the quality, ownership, accessibility and interoperability of these data. 

Fragmentation, coordination and implementation problems can be solved by creating an ecosystem in 

which coordination, co-creation and dissemination are promoted and where large investments are 

needed for making data usable and available in a responsible way (van Nunen & Smits, 2020).  

It is expected that AI can be deployed in several ways in the Dutch healthcare sector. Firstly, it 

is expected that AI will lead to a shift from reactive to proactive care and more individualized advice, 

with the realization that this type of intervention does lead to ethical questions about responsibility, 

autonomy and privacy. Secondly, the deployment of data and AI can support better and quicker 

diagnoses and prognoses, which will lead to an increase in the success rate of treatment per individual 

patient. However, small high-risk groups need special attention because there might be insufficient data 

available to train AI systems. Thirdly, AI can improve the efficiency of healthcare, leading to reduced 

costs of care and more accessibility. This increased efficiency is especially relevant because there is a 

big shortage in healthcare personnel. Such ‘smart’ care will keep healthcare costs manageable and will 

make it possible to maintain the current healthcare system despite the shortage in personnel. Lastly, AI 

contributes to optimal administrative, planning and logistic systems in medical contexts (van Nunen & 

Smits, 2020).  

 

2.1.4 Mobility and AI in Brainport Eindhoven 

The current transportation system makes our mobility possible but is far from sustainable. Not 

only are there problems like traffic jams, pollution and the inefficient use of public space, but a big 

problem is the large number of traffic accidents and subsequent deaths and injuries. The digitalization 

of vehicles offers a lot of opportunities for improvement. However, the entire transportation system 

needs to be reconsidered for the system to be changed. To make this possible, national and regional 

governments need to work closely together with knowledge institutes. Together, these parties can 

develop a solid framework for a more sustainable, safe, inclusive and user-friendly transportation 

system. This system perspective also reveals opportunities for business in the automotive and telecom 

sector to contribute to these goals (van Nunen & Smits, 2020).  

Due to more safe traffic, less accidents will occur, which improves the quality of life. Moreover, 

the costs associated with accidents will decrease, such as medical costs, production loss and societal 

costs. In the Netherlands, the estimated yearly costs because of traffic jams are about 15 billion euros 

and the costs of accidents and damage around 3 billion euros. These high costs make the mobility sector 

very appropriate for integration with AI to tackle these problems (van Nunen & Smits, 2020). AI is 

expected to contribute to inherently safe cars, optimization of human-machine interaction, improvement 

of both sight and radar systems of cars and ultraquick adjustment mechanisms, which are all important 

for self-driving cars, optimal traffic and transport management, logistics, increased safety, smart 

charging of electric vehicles and autonomous vehicles. Even a small role of AI in the mobility sector is 

expected to have a large effect on its costs. The role of AI in the mobility sector will first become 

apparent in the optimization of the interaction between vehicles and between vehicles and the road. 

Moreover, AI can be deployed to support the driver in real-time critical situations and by predicting and 

preventing problems on the road. Through AI, inherently safe(r) vehicles can dominate the roads that 

use ML, modelling, optimization of human-machine interaction, new sight and radar/LIDAR systems 

and fast adaptive driving mechanisms (van Nunen & Smits, 2020).  
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Even though mobility is not yet part of the plans of the NL AIC, mobility is an important area 

of innovation in the Brainport Eindhoven region: for EAISI, mobility is an important research area and 

Brainport Development has developed a smart mobility program for testing new applications (Jonkman 

& Huis in ’t Veld, 2019; van Nunen & Smits, 2020). Apart from the societal benefits, it must not be 

forgotten that the automotive sector of Brainport is of economic importance for both the Netherlands 

and Brainport itself. The Dutch automotive sector is a powerful and innovative supplier sector for 

automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) that are mostly located abroad. The direct 

contribution of the automotive industry in 2014 was 9.2 billion. This amount includes the supply to the 

car part industry (van Nunen & Smits, 2020). 

The Automotive Campus Helmond is focused on automotive technology and smart mobility, 

with an important role for AI. The campus houses around 42 companies, testing centers, knowledge 

institutes, educational institutions, and public-private research institutes. Companies that are located on 

the Automotive Campus are testing new techniques for autonomous driving (Jonkman & Huis in ’t 

Veld, 2019; van Nunen & Smits, 2020). NXP, TNO, TU/e, TomTom, Siemens-TASS and automotive 

NL have united themselves in an open partnership that focuses on sharing very large amounts of data 

through ICADI (International Connected Automated Driving Initiative). The goal of this initiative is to 

generate knowledge in the region and thereby maintain the position of international leader in the field 

of data and navigation for autonomous vehicles (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019).  

 

2.1.5 Startups/scaleups and AI in Brainport Eindhoven 

If the Netherlands wants to catch up with other parts of the world in the field of AI, AI-driven 

entrepreneurship needs to be facilitated and stimulated. The support of startups and scaleups is an 

important factor in this. Support to create an entrepreneurial ecosystem can vary from the provision of 

funding, to business development and aiding in networking between knowledge institutes, industry and 

government. In Brabant, more than 100 companies are involved in AI, the majority of which are located 

in Eindhoven, Den Bosch, Tilburg and Breda. These cities also house the majority of knowledge 

institutes and initiatives focused on AI. The companies are mainly active in high-tech software 

management, healthcare, agriculture and food (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019; van Nunen & Smits, 

2020). An important factor in strengthening the Brainport ecosystem is the support of startups and 

scaleups into becoming more robust and helping them grow into the OEMs of the future. The financing 

of scaleups can be seen as one of the most important obstacles for the robustness of the region. Scaleups 

are located in the ‘valley of death’ because they experience trouble with obtaining financing after the 

first round of funding (Boon et al., 2020). 

In the past five years, the investments in AI in the Netherlands have risen from 60.3 million 

euros to 322 million euros (Techleap, 2020). However, it is not known how much has been invested in 

Brabant alone (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019). Furthermore, many knowledge institutes have 

established incubators to help students and scientists bring their ideas to market. These incubators offer 

physical space for startups, programs and access to a network of experts and investors. Such incubators 

can be found, among others, at JADS, TU/e, Tilburg University, Avans Hogeschool and Fontys. There 

are also commercial parties active in Brabant that offer incubation programs such as Rockstart, Hightech 

XL and LUMO Labs (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019; van Nunen & Smits, 2020).  

 

2.1.6 Human capital and AI in Brainport Eindhoven 

An important bottleneck for the further development of AI in the Netherlands and in Brainport 

is a lack of AI talent. In the past year, 2265 AI-related vacancies at different levels of education were 

posted online (van Nunen & Smits, 2020). There are several knowledge institutes located in Brainport 

Eindhoven that can produce this talent, but a risk for education is that developments in the field of AI 
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happen so rapidly, that it is nearly impossible to keep up. A solution to this problem may reside in more 

close contact with companies. Internships and company challenges can contribute to the learning 

process of students. Another complication is that universities tend to work on innovations that are ahead 

of the market and thus not yet applicable (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019). 

Research by Jonkman and Huis in ’t Veld (2019) found that the deployment of AI in practice 

does not necessarily lead to human employees no longer being necessary. Humans have unique qualities 

that will still be valuable, but the integration with AI is expected to lead to a change in work activities. 

This finding is also supported by Brynjolfsson and Mcafee (2017), who state that ML is expected to 

complement human activities, making their work even more valuable. Furthermore, it is expected that 

AI will be a solution to the lack of employees in sectors where much repetitive work is performed. 

Certain manual jobs can be replaced by AI solutions (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019). The 

implementation of AI in the workplace requires continuous in-service training and retraining, both in 

the fields of digitalization and AI applications. New skills are required at every level of education. 

Experts indicate that regional experiments are needed with in-service training of workers (Jonkman & 

Huis in ’t Veld, 2019). 

AI has also been widely mentioned as a threat to employment. The well-educated are expected 

to benefit from the great wealth that AI will deliver, but others might strongly be impacted by job 

displacement. The growing economic importance of AI may also lead to growing inequalities, because 

of unevenly distributed educational and computing resources over the world (Vinuesa et al., 2020). It 

has been argued that the impact of technology leads to a rise in relative demand for well-paid skilled 

jobs (which tend to require non-routine cognitive skills) and a rise in relative demand for low-paid least-

skilled jobs, because those typically require non-routine manual skills. However, simultaneously, the 

demand for ‘middling’ jobs (which tend to require routine manual and cognitive skills) is expected to 

fall. This process is called job polarization (Goos & Manning, 2007). This problem can partly be 

mitigated by the quality of human capital. If individuals have the ability to use technological advances 

for the benefit of their work, which requires the development of digital skills, they might be able to 

harness themselves against the disruptive forces of digital technologies, such as AI. For this, well-

designed policies and appropriate instruments are needed (Petropoulos, 2018).. 

It has been found that currently, the welfare that companies in the Brainport region deliver does 

not necessarily lead to a general high income. In Eindhoven, income is lower than the Dutch average 

and is less well-distributed. As it has been stated that AI might lead to an increase in the gap between 

high and low incomes, AI might also negatively impact the wider prosperity of lower-income 

inhabitants of Brainport. If the Brainport region succeeds in preventing these potential drawbacks of 

AI, this should also prevent its negative effects on the wider prosperity of its inhabitants. Furthermore, 

if the wider prosperity in the Brainport region is high, this will also ensure that the Brainport region will 

remain attractive to international knowledge workers and companies, which should then result in more 

economic growth in the region and sufficient human capital (Raspe et al., 2019). Thus,  the societal 

impact of AI needs to be closely monitored, and measures to prevent its negative impact may need to 

be taken (Vinuesa et al., 2020). This is also especially relevant because Brainport Development has 

stated that economic policy needs to contribute to widespread employment and societal goals (Brainport 

Agenda, 2020) 

In the above sections, it has become clear that there are many opportunities for AI in Brainport 

Eindhoven, but that there are also many challenges that are in need of policy interventions. Therefore, 

it is interesting to first investigate where the potential of AI in Brainport lies, by using principles from 

the geography of innovation discipline  (Howells, 2002).  
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3 Theoretical Background 
 

3.1 The Geography of Innovation 
The research field of the geography of innovation outlines the importance of tacit knowledge 

in the innovation process and shows how geographical location influences the relationship between 

knowledge, innovative activity, and economic activity. Knowledge is important for economic 

geography, because knowledge is essential in creating innovation, which drives economic growth and 

development. Knowledge also plays an important role in the establishment and continuous support of 

long-term capabilities and performance of businesses and organizations in boosting the well-being and 

success of both individuals and communities. Therefore, the focus of research on the geography of 

innovation is on how geography influences knowledge activity and how geography may be shaped by 

these processes (Howells, 2002).  

 

3.1.1 National and Regional Systems of Innovation and Triple Helix Collaboration 

Much scientific research has focused on the so-called national system of innovation (NSI). 

However, innovation processes can also be analyzed at a regional level. At this level, the region acts as 

a lens through which observations are made about the interactions of different sectors or clusters (Cooke 

et al., 1997). Clusters can be described as hybrid forms of reciprocal trading and mutual contracting, 

which are located between hierarchies and markets (Götz, 2019b; Maskell & Lorenzen, 2003). Such a 

geographic concentration of interconnected businesses and institutions is supposed to provide multiple 

externalities and economic benefits that lead to synergies that allow for higher efficiency, 

innovativeness and competitiveness (Götz, 2019b; Porter, 2000).  

A cluster is thus a geographic phenomenon that is location-bound. It consists of a spatial 

concentration of entities, which are united by a certain field of activity. Industry 4.0 on the other hand, 

is about internet-assisted world-wide activity. Industry 4.0 has been defined to include smart 

technologies such as additive manufacturing, augmented reality, cloud computing, big data and 

analytics. These smart technologies aim at improved flexibility, allowing for the production of small 

lots, lower maintenance costs, reduced shutdowns, increased productivity, better quality and a reduction 

in waste. Clusters are about agglomeration economies and specialization, while Industry 4.0 is about 

diversification and urbanization. This is a strong contrast that shows that clusters promote local learning 

and production, whereas Industry 4.0 fosters a worldwide dispersion of activities. It therefore seems 

that Industry 4.0 disregards the importance of spatial proximity and that it is believed that distance is 

no longer an important factor. However, it may be argued that distance remains important for the digital 

transformation of businesses. The reason for this is that there are several uncertainties and challenges 

associated with Industry 4.0, and it has been found that clusters tend to play a role in reducing such 

uncertainty (Götz, 2019a; Porter, 2000).  

Studies on regional innovation activity often use the regional innovation systems lens. Regional 

innovation systems consist of multiple innovation networks, which further consist of heterogeneous 

groups of actors such as firms, technology centers, universities, and development organizations 

(Kinnunen et al., 2016). Triple helix collaboration, an important instrument in the Brainport region, is 

often implemented to boost innovativeness and economic success of local businesses (Kinnunen et al., 

2016; van der Zee, 2013). Triple helix collaboration can be implemented in different ways and it has 

been found that the implementation of a triple helix collaboration that is truly beneficial, is a challenging 

task. To achieve success, intermediary organizations need to be established to support, govern and 

facilitate such collaboration. The engagement of such intermediary organizations is beneficial because 

from a resource-based view, intermediaries provide specific resources and play certain roles that other 

triple helix members cannot or will not play (Johnson, 2008; Kinnunen et al., 2016). 
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The triple helix concept was introduced in the 1990s, where it represented the shift from an 

Industrial Society with industry-government combinations to a Knowledge Society, where innovation 

potential lies more in knowledge institutes and research, and thus the triadic relationship between 

industry, university and government (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000; Kinnunen et al., 2016). The latest 

development in Europe regarding such collaboration is the introduction of fourth helix, the public. The 

fourth helix may be seen as a key aspect for promoting the knowledge-based economy, because every 

innovation system is influenced by the public. Furthermore, it is argued that innovation policies must 

acknowledge that the role of the public is important for achieving goals and objectives (Kinnunen et 

al., 2016). The quadruple helix is also part of the smart specialization concept (Foray et al., 2012; 

Kinnunen et al., 2016).The main advantage of the quadruple helix concept is that it allows for a wider 

range of innovations, thus not only strongly-science or technology-based ones.  

Before the triple helix approach was introduced, the Regional Innovation System (RIS) was a 

concept that became popular for developing and realizing innovation policies at the regional level. Such 

a systems approach utilizes policy tools and actions that focus not only on the more traditional input-

output relationships, but also on other factors (i.e. social and institutional factors) that affect economic 

development of the region (Cooke et al., 1997). This RIS approach may be seen as a useful tool for 

regional innovation policies, and the approach has especially contributed to the promotion of 

innovativeness among Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), because it has led to the connection of 

SMEs with the regional innovation support infrastructure (Cooke et al., 1997; Kinnunen et al., 2016). 

The triple helix systems approach combines the traditional triple helix models with innovation systems. 

The goal of this perspective is to provide an explicit framework for systemic interaction between triple 

helix actors, as well as to provide a more concrete view of the circulation of knowledge flows and 

resources, which can help identify existing bottlenecks or gaps. Furthermore, the triple helix systems 

perspective can help articulate and identify the non-linear interactions between spaces, which can 

generate new combinations of knowledge and resources (Ranga & Etzkowitz, 2013).  

A paper by Carayannis et al. (2018) has studied the role, nature and dynamics of regional 

ecosystems via the spectrum of an extended version of the Triple Helix, which is that of the 

Quadruple/Quintuple Helix. Such an innovation system is an agglomeration of businesses, institutions 

and other stakeholders, who are all intertwined due to the helical nature of the innovation system. Thus, 

the geographical boundaries of an innovation ecosystem may not be as clear as those of a cluster, but 

the definitions appear to have quite some overlap (Götz, 2019a; Horlings, 2014; Moore, 1996; Porter, 

2000). The helical nature of such an ecosystem leads a to dynamic, complex, non-linear, fractal and 

self-organizing higher-order learning architecture of a knowledge production system. Carayannis et al. 

(2018) have named such ecosystems Co-opetitive Spatial and Sectoral Fractal Innovation and 

Entrepreneurial Ecosystems (CS2FIE2). Carayannis and Campbell (2009) have introduced the ‘Mode 

3’ Knowledge Production System approach, which consists of ‘Innovation Networks’ and ‘Knowledge 

Clusters’ for knowledge creation, diffusion, and use. This view on ‘Mode 3’, in combination with the 

Quadruple Helix perspective, focuses on an innovation ecosystem that balances non-linear innovation 

modes in the context of multi-lever innovation systems and encourages co-evolution of different 

knowledge and innovation modes. Mercan and Göktaş (2011) have provided a definition of innovation 

ecosystems that can be seen as being closely related to the Quadruple Helix Innovation System 

Framework. Their definition of innovation ecosystems states that an innovation ecosystem is comprised 

of economic agents and economic relations and non-economic aspects such as technology, institutions, 

sociological interactions, and the culture (Mercan & Göktaş, 2011). This suggests that innovation 

ecosystems are a hybrid of different networks or systems (Durst & Poutanen, 2013). Furthermore, the 

articulation and amplification of knowledge is critically influenced by the interaction between 

individuals or other entities (groups, organizations) (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). 

The Brainport Eindhoven region may be seen as such a cluster, or an ecosystem with triple (and 

emerging quadruple) helix collaborations, due to its approach to collaboration and knowledge  (Götz, 
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2019a; Mercan & Göktaş, 2011; Moore, 1996; Porter, 2000).  However, the ease with which a region 

can move into a new domain and build up a competitive advantage may also be determined by the need 

for proximity of certain activities and the degree of relatedness between activities (Götz, 2019b; Hidalgo 

et al., 2007, 2018). 

 

3.1.2 The Principle of Proximity 

Proximity is a multi-dimensional facilitator of knowledge generation, dissemination, and a 

region’s development. Not only physical proximity, but also cognitive, social and organizational 

proximity enable the creation and exchange of knowledge (Boschma, 2005; Cooke et al., 1997; Götz, 

2019b). Moreover, all these types of proximity have an impact on the innovativeness of a region (Götz, 

2019b). Even though proximity is argued to have many benefits, it is sometimes argued that proximity 

is no longer important due to digital transformations (Götz, 2019b). However, the relevance of 

proximity must not be disregarded. The various forms of proximity, such as physical, cognitive, or 

technological, may be seen as facilitators of knowledge creation and exchange (Davids & Frenken, 

2018; Lagendijk & Lorentzen, 2007; Parrino, 2015). Furthermore, these types of proximity also support 

the smooth flow of goods and other spill-over processes. It may even be argued that the need to co-

locate is actually amplified in digital economy business models, if complementary resources are needed 

to make a digital technology exploitable and profitable. Furthermore, clusters seem to provide an 

environment that facilitates risk-sharing, i.e. an ecosystem, which is particularly important for SMEs 

(Götz, 2019b). As the case study by Götz (2019b) found, clusters continue to provide high added value, 

especially for SMEs. It was indicated by some respondents of the study that clusters (or ecosystems) 

will continue being important, regardless of the perceived threat of the possibility for IT-facilitated 

distance collaboration.  

The paper by Götz (2019) proposes that a cluster, of which the attractiveness builds upon 

various forms of proximity, can provide industrial commons, which are essential for the advancement 

of, in this case, industry 4.0, but also the digital transformation as a whole. Industrial Commons (IC) 

are defined by Pisano and Shih (2009) as encompassing not only knowledge, skills and institutions, but 

also a broader R&D environment. IC may be seen as a bundle of regional and industrial distinctive 

assets, that are a form of public good and that are regarded as a critical pillar for both innovation and 

competitiveness. Furthermore, IC are rooted in firms but are usually also solidly geographically 

embedded (Bailey & De Propris, 2014; Buciuni & Pisano, 2015; Götz, 2019b; Pisano & Shih, 2009). 

The role of the cluster for the advancement of Industry 4.0 may be explained by two main factors. 

Firstly, a cluster is attractive because it reduces uncertainty, thanks to the networking that is facilitated 

by proximity. Secondly, the provision of Industrial Commons (ICs) is also enabled by proximity, where 

actors in the cluster are able to jointly develop future skills and competences (Götz, 2019b). 

Furthermore, another study by Götz (2019a) found that clusters have the potential to ensure a business 

transformation in a smooth way, as well as foster innovation at the local level. Clusters form a ‘culture 

of cooperation’, which contributes to improving the flexibility of companies, for example qualities such 

as adaptability, responsiveness, and a combination between both responsive strategic and operational 

management (Götz, 2019a). Thus, according to the description of IC, it may be stated that the concept 

of proximity includes both cognitive industrial similarities and geographical closeness. Furthermore, 

the concept of IC might also be seen as building on the idea of the triple helix, which assumes that there 

is a co-existence of academia, administration and industry. IC can be seen as the resources that are 

available in these regions, which are difficult to exclude from potential beneficiaries, and which are 

also characterized by some rivalry (Götz, 2019b). As stated by Huggins et al. (2019), these IC, or even 

more broadly, the regional economic context, can act as a springboard in external knowledge networks. 

This means that the more advanced the IC are in a given region, the better that region is equipped to tap 

into foreign advanced regions and their sources.  
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It might thus be the case that the ecosystem of Brainport Eindhoven provides the industrial 

commons that are needed for the advancement of the digital transformation as a whole and that it 

therefore contributes to the opportunities for AI development in the Brainport region (Bailey & De 

Propris, 2014; Buciuni & Pisano, 2015; Götz, 2019b; Huggins et al., 2019; Pisano & Shih, 2009; van 

der Zee, 2013). However, the opportunities for AI may also depend on the relatedness between the 

region’s current activities and AI (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2018). 

 

3.1.3 Relatedness and Related Diversification 

The principle of relatedness refers to the function of the number of related activities in a 

location, which determines the probability that a region enters an economic activity. Research on 

relatedness states that when two activities are related, they require similar institutions, infrastructure, 

physical factors, technology, or some combination thereof (Hidalgo et al., 2007, 2018). Hidalgo et al. 

(2007) have introduced the concept of product space, which is a network connecting products that are 

likely to be exported in a tandem. This product space is used “to show that the probability that a country 

will start exporting a product increases with the number of related products that this country already 

exports” (Hidalgo et al., 2018, pp. 452). The research has shown that countries tend to move to goods 

that are close to those that the country is already specialized in. This move to related goods allows 

nations that are located in more connected parts of the product space to quickly increase the number of 

export products they offer (Hidalgo et al., 2007).  

The principle of relatedness is not about over-specialization. Relatedness is about the 

understanding of unique paths that lead to diversification. It suggests that industrial policy should not 

be centered on the identification of promising industries, but more on the identification of facilitating 

mechanisms of knowledge flows among industries and regions. Policies that support the principle of 

relatedness are those that are focused on the attraction of missing knowledge in the region by facilitating 

the flow of people who carry that knowledge and by creating bridges to places where the knowledge is 

already present. Some policy instruments that may be used to achieve this may be traditional but still 

important, such as industrial parks. There are also some pitfalls to the principle of relatedness. For 

example, the principle may be seen as a force that increases spatial inequality and that reduces the ability 

of peripheral cities to develop (Hidalgo et al., 2018).  

Research has found that diversification of regions is most feasible when the new activity draws 

upon and combines existing local capabilities. This concept of moving into related activities is known 

as related diversification (Boschma, 2017; Neffke et al., 2011; Rigby, 2015). Region-specific 

capabilities, as well as the provision of crucial assets, are important for regional diversification since 

they can provide opportunities to make new combinations that lead to the birth of new activities. 

However, the available set of local capabilities also limits the options for regional diversification. 

Hence, if a region does not possess the necessary capabilities for a specific activity, it will be harder to 

develop that activity. Thus, it is expected that regions are more likely to diversify into activities that 

build on local capabilities and that are related to the current local activities (Boschma, 2017). Moreover, 

the concept of related diversification has also been incorporated in smart specialization strategies in the 

EU. Such strategies aim to renew the economic structure of certain regions and aim to develop new 

growth paths. For the Brainport region, investigating the opportunities for related diversification may 

thus contribute to the development of such new growth paths (Foray, 2014; McCann & Ortega-Argilés, 

2014). 

Studies about regional diversification tend to consider activities as related when they require 

similar capabilities. However, the notion of capabilities has led to a debate on what is meant by that 

notion, how relatedness can be defined and measured and also on the types of capabilities that matter 

for regional diversification (Tanner, 2014). Literature on regional diversification often defines 

capabilities in a very broad manner. This is illustrated in a study by Hidalgo et al. (2007), where it is 
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not specified what determines the relatedness between products, but where relatedness is indirectly 

derived from the frequency of co-location of the same types of products. The study describes that it is 

not a coincidence when there is a substantial and frequent presence of the same combination of two 

products in the same location, but that that is a reflection of the demand of similar capabilities 

(Boschma, 2017) . Furthermore, in organizations, the principle of similar resource requirements has 

been applied widely for the determination of relatedness between industries (Boschma, 2017; Teece et 

al., 1994).  

Even though capabilities are often defined in a broad manner, several studies have focused on 

obtaining a narrower definition of relatedness. Firstly, a study by Neffke and Henning (2013) has used 

a measure of skill-relatedness that focuses on the similarities in skill requirements in industries. The 

focus of this study was on human capital flows between industries because workers tend to move to 

industries where their skills are valued highly, and firms are more likely to recruit workers that possess 

relevant skills. Another relatedness indicator was used by Essletzbichler (2015), who determined input-

output relatedness between industries based on the similarities of supplier-buyer relationships between 

industries (Boschma, 2017). As stated by Boschma (2017), relatedness was often considered to be 

symmetric, where product A was seen as being as much related to product B as product B was related 

to product A. However, there is actually likely to be asymmetry, where product A is related to product 

B, but not automatically the other way around. An example of this may be that hardware computer skills 

are likely to be relevant for the software industry, but that software skills are less valuable for the 

computer industry.  

Research by Makri et al. (2010) has understood relatedness in terms of complementarity and 

similarity. Moreover, research by Breschi et al. (2003) has defined a high level of relatedness when 

knowledge is proximate in the cognitive dimension, which results in opportunities for interactive 

learning, and when that same type of knowledge can be used in multiple technologies. However, this is 

different from the definition by Broekel & Brachert (2015), who define relatedness in terms of 

complementarities, which refers to the high importance of using products and technologies together and  

the combination potential between activities. While some studies refer to relatedness in terms of 

similarity, it is also possible to focus more on the potential for knowledge spillovers when activities can 

use overlapping knowledge (Neffke et al., 2011). However, most studies tend to be less specific and 

tend account for relatedness in terms of similarity and complementarity. Thus, it may be stated that 

there is no agreed upon measure of relatedness, due to its wide range of dimensions (Boschma, 2017).  

As stated by Boschma (2017), the wide range of measures of relatedness may take up different 

types of capabilities that are not being captured separately in studies. Therefore, it is suggested to assess 

which types of related capabilities are drivers of regional diversification. Such an assessment could be 

carried out by differentiating between three types of related externalities (knowledge spillovers, labor 

skills, input-output linkages) and by examining the effect of the different types of regional 

diversification, since these different types match the different transfer channels of resources across 

related activities (Boschma, 2017). As Boschma (2017) argues: “the more radical the transformation in 

the underlying local capabilities is needed to develop a new activity, the more it concerns unrelated 

diversification” (pp. 8). However, making a distinction between related and unrelated diversification 

has proven to be difficult. Studies have found that related diversification occurs much more frequently 

than unrelated diversification. Moreover, regional diversification might lead to new path creation, 

where entirely new sectors or products emerge, but also to path renewal, where activity switching occurs 

to new but related activities. Furthermore, because both related and unrelated capabilities are most likely 

combined when regional diversification occurs, it is difficult to make a distinction between related and 

unrelated diversification. Furthermore, the degree and nature of relatedness of activities might differ 

from region to region because of a region’s particular history (Boschma, 2017). It is expected that if a 

new activity draws upon existing capabilities, it will be more able to build up a relative advantage in 

the new domain (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2018). 
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To assess whether the Brainport region will be able to obtain a relative advantage in AI, it is 

thus relevant to study to what extent diversification into AI can be seen as related diversification, where 

the opportunities for related diversification lie, and how local capabilities can be utilized optimally in 

the development of an AI ecosystem. Due to various different approaches to assessing related 

diversification, related diversification will be assessed in this research by identifying the overlap in 

knowledge, skills, input-output linkages (partners) and opportunities for knowledge spillovers between 

regions and within the region between the actors in the existing high-tech ecosystem in Brainport and a 

potential AI ecosystem (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2007, 2018; Neffke et al., 2011; Rigby, 2015; 

Tanner, 2014; Teece et al., 1994). Furthermore, it may also be relevant to investigate how the triple and 

quadruple helix collaborations in Brainport are and should be organized to facilitate such knowledge 

spillovers.  

As discussed in the previous sections of the theoretical background, investigating which key 

technologies to focus on in Brainport is essential for the prevailing success of the region (Boon et al., 

2020). An example of such a key technology is AI, which seems to have a lot of potential in the 

Brainport region (Jonkman & Huis in ’t Veld, 2019; van Nunen & Smits, 2020). However, the question 

remains to what extent diversification of the Brainport region into the domain of AI can be seen as 

related diversification and where the potential lies. In this research, related diversification is assessed 

by examining whether several types of related externalities are present in the Brainport region. These 

externalities cover overlap in knowledge, skills, partners and opportunities for knowledge spillovers 

between regions and within the region between the actors in the existing high-tech ecosystem in 

Brainport and a potential AI ecosystem (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2007, 2018; Neffke et al., 2011; 

Rigby, 2015; Tanner, 2014; Teece et al., 1994). The question is where the opportunities for related 

diversification in AI in the Brainport lie, since this could help the Brainport region to obtain a relative 

advantage in AI (Hidalgo et al., 2018). Furthermore, since the Brainport region is often described as an 

innovation ecosystem with triple helix collaboration, it is important to investigate how this type of 

ecosystem may contribute to AI developments. An example of such a contribution that the ecosystem 

could make is by providing the IC that are needed for the advancement of the digital transformation, 

which would also contribute to the advancement of AI (Bailey & De Propris, 2014; Buciuni & Pisano, 

2015; Götz, 2019b; Huggins et al., 2019; Pisano & Shih, 2009; van der Zee, 2013). This research 

attempts to shed light on how the systemic context of ecosystems in the Brainport region contributes to 

the development of the AI capabilities of firms and knowledge institutes (Ethiraj & Posen, 2013; 

Kinnunen et al., 2016; Mäkinen & Dedehayir, 2013). Thus, if there is potential for related diversification 

in AI in the Brainport region and companies are able to benefit from the systemic context of the 

ecosystem, this would be an indication that the Brainport region has the potential to develop a relative 

advantage in AI (Alshamsi et al., 2018; Boschma, 2017; Ethiraj & Posen, 2013; Mäkinen & Dedehayir, 

2013).  

To summarize, the potential of Brainport Eindhoven for related diversification in AI will be 

assed in this research by identifying (missing) knowledge, skills and partners that are necessary for the 

development of a successful AI ecosystem (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2018). This research 

investigates which of those competences are already present or are currently missing in the Brainport 

region. Furthermore, it is investigated if and how the context of the Brainport ecosystem contributes to 

AI, which role proximity plays in obtaining the necessary competences and where opportunities for 

international partnerships lie. This research can then help reveal the most promising course of action 

for Brainport Development for obtaining a relative advantage in AI (Alshamsi et al., 2018; Boschma, 

2017; Ethiraj & Posen, 2013; Kinnunen et al., 2016; Mäkinen & Dedehayir, 2013).   

Figure 1 provides an overview of the concepts that have been discussed in the previous sections. 

Furthermore, the figure attempts to summarize and show the context in which each of the concepts will 

be investigated. The goal of the figure is to illustrate that relatedness between the current high-tech 

ecosystem and a potential future AI ecosystem in Brainport Eindhoven will be assessed by identifying 
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possible overlaps in knowledge, skills and partners between the two. Furthermore, the overarching 

context of Brainport Eindhoven in which different parties operate will also be taken into account. This 

context includes potential benefits or drawbacks of being based in Brainport. Within this context, the 

proximity of parties, triple helix collaborations, clustering and possible opportunities for international 

partnerships were the main areas of focus. The way in which these concepts have been investigated will 

be further elaborated upon in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 1: Overview of theoretical concepts and research focus 
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4 Methodology 
This research aims to assess the relatedness between a current and emerging technology 

ecosystem. This is new territory, as there is no clear consensus yet on how to assess such relatedness. 

Previous research has mostly focused on assessing the relatedness between a past and current 

technologies based on patent data, in which the research looks back at the past and makes use of patent 

information to conclude whether there was relatedness between two markets or technologies (Boschma, 

2017). However, for an emerging technology such as AI, patent data will most likely not be able to 

reveal the relatedness and potential for related diversification. Therefore, this research has taken an 

exploratory qualitative approach to investigate the geography of innovation in the context of AI 

ecosystems in the Brainport Eindhoven region (Audretsch & Feldman, 1996). The goal of this research 

was to explore the role of relatedness, proximity, clustering and international linkages in the specific 

context of AI in Brainport. 

 

4.1 Literature Review 
Desk research and materials provided by Brainport Development, such as reports by the local 

government and the organization itself, were important sources of information. This desk research was 

mainly used as an additional source of information to answer RQ1.1 and RQ1.2 and to gain a deeper 

understanding of the current AI ecosystem and future ambitions of the region. Additionally, a literature 

review was performed to demonstrate the available knowledge in the field (Randolph, 2009). For this 

theoretical background, papers about clusters, ecosystems, proximity, triple helix collaborations, 

relatedness and related diversification were used. Figure 1 provides an overview of the concepts that 

were found to be relevant for the purpose of this research. The database that was used was Google 

Scholar, in which keywords relating to the previously mentioned concepts were entered. Furthermore, 

backward snowballing was used. For this technique, the reference lists of papers that were found during 

the search on Google Scholar were used and papers from that list were selected if they seemed to provide 

useful insights for the literature review (Jalali & Wohlin, 2012). 

 

4.2 Semi-Structured Interviews 
After the literature review had been performed, interview questions were formulated based on 

that concepts found in the literature. These interview questions can be found in Appendix A, B, C and 

D. The literature review revealed that for assessing relatedness, focusing on overlap in knowledge, skills 

and partners was expected to be valuable. Therefore, several interview questions focused on identifying 

possible overlaps. Additionally, literature described that an ecosystem or cluster might be able to 

provide benefits that would aid the development of a new technology area, which is why several 

questions were asked about the context of the Brainport region. The literature also described that 

proximity may also provide several benefits, which is why this is a subject that was also addressed 

during the interviews. Lastly, participants were asked about their need for international partnerships, as 

obtaining proximity of all parties may not always be possible. An overview of these different concepts 

is provided in Figure 1. 

There were several types of sets of interview questions because different participants from 

different backgrounds and contexts were to be interviewed and thus not all interview questions would 

apply to all interviewees. This resulted in slightly different interview questions per group. This slight 

difference in interview questions also resulted in a varying sample size per question. Furthermore, the 

interpretation of the question by the interviewee also influenced the results of the interviews. In the 

majority of the interviews (Appendix A, B and C), participants were asked about their current AI 

activity, which capabilities were needed, which were missing and what their needs were. It was asked 

whether they saw AI as a new line of work or as an extension of their current work. The participants 
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were also asked directly about what they saw as most promising for AI in the Brainport region. 

Interviewees were also asked about their motivation for being located in the Brainport region and if the 

ecosystem contributed to their AI developments. Additionally, participants were asked about their 

partners, if they were missing specific partners and if different partners were needed for AI than for 

their core business. Lastly, it was asked with which regions, clusters or parties they would like to set up 

international collaborations. Only in the case of one interview, with an ecosystem expert, did the 

interview deviate from the above described line of questioning. During that interview, questions were 

focused on the unique competences of the Brainport Eindhoven ecosystem, how an AI ecosystem could 

be developed and strengthened, if there were specific partners that were missing and the opportunities 

for international partnerships (Appendix D). 

Semi-structured interviews were held with different actors from the ecosystem. Such a semi-

structured interviewing approach makes it possible to ask for clarification and to ask additional 

questions (Blumberg et al., 2011; Longhurst, 2003). However, a guideline of questions was be used to 

discuss all topics mentioned in the research question and sub questions were covered in each interview 

(Holloway & Galvin, 2016). During the interviews, the focus was mainly on determining possible 

overlap between the current high-tech advanced manufacturing ecosystem and the potential AI 

ecosystem in terms of knowledge, skills and partners. Furthermore, the importance of proximity was 

assessed, as well as opportunities for international alliances. The interviews were carried out in Dutch, 

since the native language of the participants was Dutch, which enabled them to speak most freely. 

Participants were selected based on their location (located in the Brainport Region) and their function 

(knowledge of AI).  

The first group of interviewees consisted of people from four companies that were not yet active 

in AI. Two of those companies were operating in the mobility sector, one in the medtech sector and one 

in the advanced manufacturing sector (Appendix A). This group was essential to interview, since the 

interviews could reveal missing competences and challenges related to AI. The second group of 

interviewees consisted of four people from companies that are active in AI, of which one company was 

operating in the medtech sector, two in the advanced manufacturing sector and one in the mobility 

sector (Appendix A). This group of interviewees could help identify both existing and missing 

competences, as well as challenges. Furthermore, this group might be able to provide solutions to 

challenges that they had already faced in the past. In addition to the interviews with employees of 

separate companies, one interview was carried out with a representative of a local consortium of high-

tech companies (Appendix A). Two interviews were carried out with local AI companies, of which one 

was also located in Amsterdam, thus providing insights in the differences between the Brainport AI 

ecosystem and a different AI ecosystem. Participants working for these AI companies could provide 

insights in the existing knowledge base in the Brainport region and use their domain knowledge of AI 

for describing its potential in Brainport (Appendix B). The third group of interviewees consisted of 

three people from local knowledge institutes that were actively working on AI. This group of 

interviewees was able to provide insights in the capabilities of the region from a more scientific 

perspective and describe its ties to the business community (Appendix A). One person was interviewed 

from a venture capitalist company that is actively working on AI startups, who was able to provide 

insights in the startup and scale-up environment and had specific expertise on AI (Appendix A). One 

interview was carried out with an ecosystem expert that also possessed specific knowledge about the 

Brainport region and could thus explain how this specific ecosystem could be strengthened (Appendix 

D).  Lastly, two interviews involved people working for local development organizations, who were 

able to assess the potential of the region from a more strategic point of view (Appendix C). Thus, 

eighteen interviews were carried out in total, with a large variety of participants. An overview of the 

interview participants can be found in Figure 2 and Figure 3.  

During each interview, the subjects from the interview guide were addressed as much as 

possible, and sometimes clarification or additional questions were asked. Brainport Development 
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provided support in contacting and setting up interviews with the aforementioned parties and all 

interviewees were officially invited to participate by email. Most interviews were conducted online, 

using Microsoft Teams. Six interviews were carried out face-to-face, at the company location. All 

interviews were individual, except one, where two people participated. Saturation was considered to be 

achieved when no new themes emerged during the interviews (Bowen, 2008). The participants were 

promised anonymity, and their answers have thus been anonymized in this report to ensure that.  

 

Figure 2: Overview of Interview Participants 

 

Figure 3: Overview of AI Activity of Participants 
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4.3 Data Analysis 
All interviews were audio or video recorded, depending on whether they took place online 

(video) or in real life (audio), with consent of each participant. The interviews were then manually 

transcribed. After the transcripts were available, different parts of the interview were assigned to 

different codes. The coding of the interviews allowed to move to higher level and more abstract 

constructs in a systematic way  (Saldaña, 2015). The program that was used for coding the interviews 

was NVivo. Furthermore, the coding process is iterative and not linear, since that makes it possible to 

gain a deeper understanding of the story of the interviewee (Berglund, 2007).  

The first step of the coding process was the importing of the interview transcripts to NVivo. 

After that, the interviews went through an initial coding phase, where the first themes were identified. 

Afterwards, some codes were combined if they contained similar content. Only if multiple interviewees 

mentioned a similar phenomenon, it was accepted as a category since a single incident was not enough. 

As the categories emerged, it became clear that saturation had been achieved (Bowen, 2008). Many 

categories were based on the theoretical framework, but not all coded data was in line with the codes 

that were based on the theoretical framework, due to the semi-structured interviewing approach. 

Therefore, categories outside this theoretical framework were also defined. Such codes provided further 

insights in aspects that had not yet emerged during the desk research and literature review. A second 

coding phase took place to identify parts that had been missed previously and to reassure that all 

interviews had been processed correctly. A coding scheme is provided in Appendix E. Using NVivo 

made it possible to provide some quantitative information about how many different interview 

participants had mentioned specific subjects. 

The results section will further elaborate on the specific subjects that were mentioned by the 

participants and will describe the results of the analysis.  
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5 Results 
This section discusses the interview findings. In the first section, RQ1.1 is addressed, which 

focused on the competences and missing competences for AI in the Brainport region. The second 

section further addresses RQ1.1 by mapping the unique competences of the current Brainport ecosystem 

and how it may contribute to AI developments. In the third section, the focus is on answering RQ1.2 

and thus identifying opportunities for international partnerships and the importance of proximity. In the 

last section, the potential for related diversification in AI is assessed (RQ1) by identifying the overlap 

in knowledge, skills and partners between the current high-tech ecosystem and the potential AI 

ecosystem. In that section, the most promising focus for AI is also presented, which further illustrates 

the potential for AI in Brainport. In all sections, quotes from the interviews are presented in text boxes 

and have been assigned an indicator number. 

 

5.1 Competences and Missing Competences of the Brainport Region (RQ1.1) 
To answer RQ1.1, the interviewees were asked which competences were present in their 

company that could boost AI development, but also which were missing. Several challenges were 

addressed, which will be discussed in the following sections. 

 

5.1.1 Software Engineering 

Nine interviewees mentioned the importance of software engineering for developing or 

deploying AI. Thus, it became clear that knowledge of software engineering or programming was 

important for companies to boost their AI developments. Moreover, three of those interviewees stressed 

that such software engineering knowledge needs to be combined with knowledge of statistics due to the 

work with data. However, only two of the interviewees stated that they were currently missing those 

software engineering capabilities. Thus, the other interviewees did mention that software engineering 

was an important capability, but that this capability was often already present.  

 

5.1.2 Digitalization and Data 

An important (missing) competence mentioned by most interviewees was related data. Fourteen 

interviewees mentioned the need for large datasets as being crucial for their progress with AI. One 

reason for this is that before companies can implement or develop AI, they need to set up a data 

infrastructure, which was mentioned in six interviews. 

Since some companies are still working on the 

digitalization process of the company, they do not yet have 

such an infrastructure in place, which is thus a major 

barrier for AI. In four interviews, the issue of digitalization 

was mentioned, which is especially a problem for SMEs, 

as can be seen in Q1. As such, one important step for AI 

would be to start digitalization in SMEs. 

 

5.1.3 Data Regulations 

Another major challenge related to data resides in the regulation of data. Due to data regulations 

in Europe (such as GDPR), which were mentioned in nine interviews, companies and knowledge 

institutes have trouble obtaining large datasets. In China and the United States, these regulations are a 

“Getting SMEs to start the digitalization 

process is a big issue, which result in such 

SMEs to lose their competitiveness to 

companies that do go through the 

digitalization process.” (Q1) 
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lot less strict, which has even led to companies using 

Chinese data to progress their work with AI.  

Especially for companies operating in the MedTech 

sector, obtaining sufficient data is seen as a real 

challenge, which was mentioned by all companies 

operating in the medtech sector that were interviewed. 

Q2 illustrates that even though the idea of data 

regulation is seen as valuable by the interviewees, it 

can also be described as a major barrier. That barrier is 

further highlighted by Q3. As a result of these issues 

surrounding data, some initiatives have emerged to 

mitigate this problem, such as a Health Data Platform 

that makes it possible to safely combine datasets. For 

companies in the Advanced Manufacturing sector, a 

lack of data was considered to be less of a problem 

because the machines tend to produce a lot of data. 

 

5.1.4 Domain Knowledge 

Domain knowledge was also mentioned during 

five interviews as being very important for the successful 

implementation or development of AI. The combination 

between data science and domain knowledge was seen as 

an important. Q4 illustrates that for the successful 

implementation or development of data-based tools 

(such as AI), knowledge of the specific application 

domain is important as well. 

 

5.1.5 Non-Technical Knowledge and Skills 

Another competence that companies should possess 

are knowledge and skills that are not technical, as can be seen 

in Q5. Since Europe aims at ethical AI, four interviewees 

mentioned that knowledge of philosophy and psychology 

was important to achieve this. Since philosophy and 

psychology are relevant educational programs for this, 

Tilburg University was mentioned to play an important role 

in delivering such knowledge.  

 

5.1.6 Need for Use Cases 

Apart from challenges related to data and 

regulations, another widely mentioned issue and thus 

missing competence was related to the need for use 

cases. This need for use cases was expressed in 

thirteen interviews, both by parties that are already 

active in AI and parties that have the ambition to 

become active in AI. This need for use cases means 

that parties express a need for examples of how AI 

can be deployed in or developed for their specific 

“As Europe we want to position ourselves as 

having human values and a human-centric 

focus. We must translate that to an economic 

force and power, because the risk is that 

those human values of Europe are too soft. 

[…] What is the economic value of the 

GDPR? That is a dilemma. You could say: 

China has the money; the US has the data 

and Europe has GDPR.” (Q2) 

“The problem is that everyone in Europe 

and the Netherlands wants ethical AI, but it 

will take several years until that can be 

achieved, and then you will have such a 

firewall in your data that you are unable to 

do anything with those data.” (Q3) 

“You notice that companies are currently 

still working in the old ways, while we 

can and need to reassess everything when 

new tools are developed. For that, data 

scientists are needed, but especially also 

people with domain knowledge.” (Q4) 

“In terms of soft skills, analysts are 

needed that make the combination 

between tech and soft skills, which 

usually needs to be imported because 

there is little knowledge available in 

this region. Thus, people are needed 

that together cover the entire 

spectrum of AI.” (Q5) 

“The companies themselves do not know 

where their needs lie. AI is the magic word, 

but they do not know what they need to do 

and how they can achieve an understanding 

of what needs to happen, how much it will 

cost and what value it will deliver.” (Q6) 
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context, as is illustrated by Q6. The lack of use cases is often a barrier for companies to start AI activity, 

because companies first need to know what the added value would be for their business. Q6 quote 

illustrates that companies often do not know where to start with AI, because there are many unknown 

factors. Therefore, investing in the development of use cases might be essential to accelerate AI 

development in the Brainport region. 

One solution to the need for use cases was 

offered during an interview. The interviewee 

stressed that SMEs are having problems with 

digitalization and that AI often requires specific 

knowledge. This issue can be mitigated by 

developing platforms that provide trained ML 

models and thus a good starting point for companies 

that want to start with ML. If such platforms were to 

be developed in Brainport, companies in the region 

could more easily access and use such tools, which 

would decrease their need for data scientists or other 

AI experts. The described benefit of such a platform 

can be seen in Q7. 

 

5.1.7 Fear and Lack of Urgency 

The uncertainty that surrounds AI also results in a 

lack of urgency or even in fear. Furthermore, the mindset of 

people, especially the older workforce, is seen as another 

barrier to AI. Fear and risk were mentioned during thirteen 

interviews as being a barrier to AI developments, an example 

of which is shown in Q8. Therefore, companies are hesitant 

to invest, because it is unclear what the investment will yield, 

as well as what the implementation of AI will mean for day-

to-day business. Furthermore, it was mentioned that 

decisions should not be made on the basis of fear, but that it 

is important to focus on the opportunities of AI.  

 

5.1.8 Need for Visionaries  

A need for visionaries has been mentioned multiple 

times (during seven interviews) as being essential for making 

progress with AI. According to four interviewees, specific 

people or parties are needed that can drive AI developments. 

Such people need to be visionaries and need to focus all their 

time on this specific issue, as is illustrated 

by Q9. According to the interviewees, 

Brainport Development can play a role in 

this, because it is not tied to investors of 

large companies and that a public-private 

partnership is needed. However, it is said 

that to really quickly make progress with 

AI, people that can drive the developments 

are needed in combination with an agency 

like Brainport Development, as is 

“It would be very valuable if such platforms 

would be developed in Brainport. That would 

also make it possible for engineers from 

other disciplines (people who are not data 

scientists) to more quickly start working with 

ML. […] This will be made more effective 

when it becomes possible for someone to use 

ML as a toolbox, instead of that person 

having to have niche knowledge about the 

stages you need to go through for ML.” (Q7) 

“It is difficult that you continue to 

have the chicken and the egg 

problem. We had that too, but we 

have invested, which has led to us 

creating the egg ourselves. People 

often don’t want to be at risk, that 

does not only have to do with money, 

but also with issues of the day, the 

factory cannot stop running.” (Q8) 

“You actually need one party that is 

super dedicated and puts in the time 

and effort. That party needs to also 

have a vision and needs to go for it 

24/7, then it will happen.” (Q9) 

“You can achieve a lot, but not through the entire 

system, top-down. You need to do it bottom-up, by 

calling some people. That is why we need a visionary 

that can do this bottom-up work. It is fine for Brainport 

Development to draft a vision, because that can help to 

obtain funding from The Hague and to support 

decisions that have been made. But to really get 

something done, we need a person with a wide network 

and someone who really wants to go for it.” (Q10) 
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described in Q10. Thus, it might be a good idea to hire a person that can be the driver of AI development 

in the region.  

 

5.1.9 Lack of Coordination 

The result of having such a visionary that can 

drive AI developments brings about more benefits. For 

example, seven interviewees mentioned that there is a 

lack of coordination between parties in Brainport, as can 

be seen in Q11. Therefore, a visionary or driver of AI 

might be able to ensure that coordination takes place, 

because such a person should be aware of the big projects 

and would be able to connect different actors with each 

other. Therefore, appointing a driver of AI in the 

Brainport region could be a solution to the fear that 

surrounds AI, but could also solve coordination 

problems.  

 

5.1.10 Human Capital 

For AI developments in the region to accelerate, 

more aspects are important. One important competence 

would be to house talent (or human capital) that possesses 

the knowledge that is needed for AI, a problem which is 

mentioned in Q12. One of the issues with human capital 

seems to reside in company size. Since larger companies are 

able to bring in people with the necessary knowledge, while 

smaller companies cannot. Interviewees mention that 

smaller companies are also more difficult to find for young 

talent, because they may not be familiar with those 

companies. Therefore, the gap between large and smaller 

companies may be widened. Furthermore, programs are 

being set up or already running to provide professional 

education for the current workforce of companies. Such 

professional education may be crucial for closing the 

knowledge gap, since not enough talent can be produced by 

the local knowledge institutes. Moreover, not all the talent 

that is educated locally may decide to stay in the Brainport 

region. The loss of talent is also mentioned by interviewees. Q13 illustrates two aspects. Firstly, the 

quote shows that the living environment in Brainport is important for maintaining talent. Secondly, the 

quote shows that the young talent needs to be made enthusiastic and encouraged to work in the 

knowledge domains that are most heavily represented in the region.  

 

“People always say that within Brabant, 

people are very good at collaborating. 

However, it was found that for AI, many 

people clash with each other. Everyone 

wants to do something with AI. They do 

not mean that in a bad way, but everyone 

wants to participate in AI. When you 

connect everything, you could achieve a 

very powerful ecosystem […].” (Q11) 

“[…] there are not enough AI 

experts. We need ten times as many. 

The demand for AI experts is so great, 

that it is impossible to educate all of 

them at TU/e.”  (Q12) 

“FinTech is mostly located in 

Amsterdam, that is where the big 

money is and where salaries are 

higher there. Many people also enjoy 

living in Amsterdam. That is where 

you lose as Brainport. If we were to 

have a professor that could make it 

interesting to do something for the 

manufacturing industry, we could 

really gain something.” (Q13) 
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5.1.11 Resources 

Another reason for the lag in AI 

developments was mentioned in fourteen 

interviews, which was related to resources. 

Generally, the investments in the Netherlands are 

relatively small in comparison to other areas, as 

illustrated by Q14. Furthermore, within the 

Netherlands, money seems to go to other areas in 

the country than the Brainport region. Thus, that not 

only leads to a loss in human capital, but also makes 

it more difficult for the region to accelerate 

its AI developments. In order to compete 

with other regions in the Netherlands, the 

different initiatives in Brainport need to 

work together, as described in Q15. To 

achieve such collaboration, having 

someone that could coordinate and drive 

these efforts could again be very useful.  

An overview of the most often mentioned challenges and needs is provided in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4: Challenges and (knowledge) needs for AI mentioned by participants 
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“Early states investments are still missing. By 

providing initial funding and coaching, you try 

to accelerate that. […] There are really large 

gaps in funding. In Eindhoven, 20 million is a 

giant early states investment, while they talk 

about investments of 200 million in Silicon 

Valley. […] Those innovations do not come 

from Amsterdam or Rotterdam, even though 

that is where the money goes.” (Q14) 

“There are several AI clusters in Brainport: EAISI, AI 

Lab at HTCE, BIC AI Hub and Automotive Campus. 

All those separate hubs want funding, but it is essential 

for applications for funding to be bundled, because it 

is impossible to receive funding from separate labs 

from the government, because there can only be a total 

of three clusters in the Netherlands.” (Q15) 
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5.2 Unique Competences of the Brainport Region (RQ1.1) 
As the sections above show, there are quite some issues that hinder AI development in the 

Brainport region. However, interviewees have also mentioned several capabilities that are already 

present in the region and that set the region apart from other regions in the Netherlands, or even the 

world.  

 

5.2.1 Allure 

Three interviewees mentioned that the name 

Brainport, Eindhoven or High Tech Campus 

Eindhoven contributed to their credibility and 

attractiveness for clients and potential employees. 

Thus, the name has a certain allure, as illustrated by 

Q16.  

 

5.2.2 Culture  

 Another factor that contributes to AI 

developments in the region is related to its culture. Eight 

interviewees mentioned the culture in Brainport as a 

contributing factor. They mainly focused on the 

accessibility of partners and the ease with which contact can 

be made, an example of which is shown in Q17.  

 

5.2.3 Trust 

This culture where people easily interact also 

appears to bring about trust between parties in the 

Brainport region, as is shown in Q18. However, a threat to 

this culture was mentioned by one participant, who 

indicated that the culture is the result of an important 

source of Brainport’s success, Philips. According to the 

interviewee, Philips used to offer many courses, which 

resulted in a common language that was spoken by most 

actors in the region. This resulted in more trust and the 

Brainport culture, but, according to the participant, it is 

important to be aware of the fact that most people who 

speak this common language are of older age. Therefore, it 

was mentioned that an institution such as TU/e could play 

an important role in maintaining and sharing this common language to ensure that the Brainport culture 

is preserved. The trust in the region results in a willingness to engage in AI developments and to work 

together on such developments and should therefore be protected, which is highlighted by Q19. 

 

5.2.4 Size and Collaboration 

Due to the size of the region, which was mentioned 

in five interviews, it is even easier for parties to find each 

other and thus build up and maintain their network. The 

network in the region was mentioned as being valuable 

during fourteen interviews, as illustrated by Q20. As an 

“[…] we notice always that when we say: 

‘we are located at the High Tech Campus 

Eindhoven’, that that immediately creates a 

high level of trust among potential clients. 

The clients immediately think: ‘you are 

located in the right region at the right 

campus.’ That shows that the transaction 

costs, the costs to obtain trust, are lower here 

because people trust this region.” (Q16) 

 

“You notice that the culture in this 

region is much more open, people 

talk more easily, you send a 

Whatsapp message, so that is really 

nice. The contact thus has a very low 

threshold.” (Q17) 

 

“In the region, people do not naturally 

trust each other, but due to the 

interactions they have, trust appears. 

This social aspect (‘Brabantse’) is the 

basis for trust.” (Q18) 

“In Brainport, trust is present, which 

makes it possible to quickly engage in 

such developments and to work 

together on a solution. We can do this 

better than in other places.”  (Q19) 

 

“In comparison with other regions, 

Brainport is smaller and more 

accessible, which makes it easier for 

parties to come into contact.” (Q20) 
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extension of this easy contact and trust, 

collaborations emerge more easily, which 

was also mentioned as a contributing factor 

by nine interviewees and is highlighted in 

Q21.  

 

5.2.5 Knowledge Base and Talent 

The Brainport region thus contributes to the AI 

developments of companies through its allure, culture, trust 

among parties, size and resulting collaborations. 

Furthermore, the Brainport region also contributes to AI 

developments because of its knowledge base and talent, as 

can be seen in Q22. Thus, according to five interviewees, 

Brainport region offers a strong talent and company base that can contribute to the technical 

developments of local companies. However, six interviewees mentioned talent as being a bottleneck for 

AI developments. When asked why AI developments are not progressing more quickly, one interviewee 

answered that the reason was a lack of human capital and a lack of capacity to educate and retrain the 

workforce.  This difference in the experience of availability of talent shows that there might not be 

enough talent available for every company, or that not all companies know where to find this talent. In 

terms of the knowledge base that is present in the region, there was a clear consensus that the regions 

core capability resides in high-tech systems and high-tech software, which was discussed in fourteen 

interviews.  

Due to the knowledge base and collaborations in 

region, interviewed parties mentioned knowledge 

spillovers taking place, because many technology 

companies are located nearby. However, among startups 

or scale-ups, it was made clear that knowledge spillovers 

were less prominent, as Q23 highlights.  The five startups 

and scale-ups that were interviewed all mentioned that 

they could benefit from more collaboration and aid in 

their growth process, which could partly be provided by 

a party such as Brainport Development. Figure 5 gives an 

overview of the unique competences of the Brainport 

region that were mentioned by the participants. 

“Since collaboration is already in our DNA in 

Brainport, we must continue to build on those 

collaborations that we are good at. Since 

communication is easy here and everyone knows each 

other, you must use that to your advantage, undertake 

action and really do things together.” (Q21) 

 

“There are few places where you can 

find people and companies that 

operate at a proper technical level at 

a fair price, which is the case in 

Brainport.” (Q22) 

“In terms of knowledge, there is not yet 

a lot of collaboration, especially 

between startups and scale-ups. I have 

a need for such collaborations because 

we could then accumulate knowledge 

together and work on projects together. 

Sharing of technical knowledge and 

experiences could be very valuable.” 

(Q23) 
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Figure 5: Unique Competences of the Brainport region 
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One observation that was made during the 
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“An international focus is emerging, 

and I can only support that. The 

Netherlands is such a small country, 

we cannot do spectacular things on 

our own.” (Q24) 

“But that is a bit more abstract, at an 

administrative level, so that does not 

necessarily lead to anything 

concrete.” (Q25) 

“In the past, there have been collaborations which 

involved companies that competed too much with each 

other. Then you were sitting at a table where not enough 

was being shared. At a certain point, groups were formed 

with parties that were complementary […]. When there 

is a common goal, this results in much more successful 

consortia of companies that can achieve something 

together that they could not do on their own.” (Q26) 
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place, but that that does not necessarily lead to action. Thus, it is important to move past the meeting 

and talking phase and undertake action. For this, substantive collaborations are needed. Four 

interviewees indicated that for such substantive collaborations to be successful, complementary 

partnerships must be formed, which is highlighted in Q26. Therefore, if parties in Brainport want to 

work together with other parties, both nationally and internationally, substantive complementary 

partnerships must be set up. 

 

5.3.2 The Importance of Proximity 

When asked about the importance of proximity, 

twelve interviewees agreed that for social interaction, 

building up trust or setting up partnerships, proximity 

was beneficial. Especially since collaborations 

take mostly place virtually currently (due to 

COVID-19), the interviewees experienced that 

virtual collaborations cannot entirely replace 

physical meetings. Especially when building up 

new partnerships, only interacting virtually is 

not desirable, which is described in Q27. It thus 

depends on the goal of meetings whether they 

can be carried successfully using virtual 

platforms, as can be seen in Q28. Furthermore, 

for supporting startups, it was mentioned that 

being physically proximate is considered to be 

important, but not essential. Being physically 

proximate is then important for peer-to-peer 

interactions, for learning from each other and 

also for providing optimal guidance. The same 

interviewee also mentioned that the importance 

of proximity depends on the nature of meetings, 

as can be seen in Q29. These quotes show that 

proximity of partners is preferred, yet not 

essential. The interviewees mainly made clear 

that having access to the right knowledge is the 

most important. If this can be achieved without 

physical proximity, that seems to also be 

acceptable, as can be seen in Q30. Hence, 

knowledge can be acquired without physical 

proximity, but for building up trust, setting up 

partnerships and the creative process, physical 

proximity is strongly preferred. 

 

5.4 Potential of the Brainport Eindhoven Region for Related Diversification in 

AI (RQ1) 
To answer the main research question, interviewees were asked about which competences were 

needed for AI, but also which competences were already present in their company. To investigate this, 

participants were asked about necessary knowledge for AI and where they were (planning on) acquiring 

that knowledge from. If the knowledge was already present, or could be acquired by extending the 

knowledge of the current employees (e.g. through workshops or training sessions), this was an 

“Starting new projects is difficult 

without physical contact, because that is 

when mutual trust can be built.” (Q27) 

“When it is purely about sharing knowledge and 

working together on a code, it is fine to meet 

online. […] People need social interaction to feel 

at ease. When you feel at ease, you talk more 

easily and that is when things emerge. The non-

verbal is also much easier to read offline than on 

digital platforms, and the interaction is 

different.” (Q28) 

“This leads to a more equal relationships, 

because you see each other more often. This is 

the case because the entire startup process is 

essentially a creative process. Certain ‘checklist’ 

meetings can take place online, so they do not 

have to see each other five days per week, but 

physical contact is important for the creative 

process. When you have everything in the region, 

it is easier to make things run more quickly and 

smoothly, but it is not essential.” (Q29) 

“They do not need to be located in the region, but 

the scarce knowledge needs to be applied in this 

region […]. There is no need for someone with 

the right knowledge to be located here, but there 

needs to be good accessibility to these knowledge 

sources.” (Q30) 
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indication of relatedness between the current activities of the company or knowledge institute and AI. 

Furthermore, participants were asked to describe whether their partners for AI were the same partners 

as the partners for their core business. The participants were also asked whether they considered AI as 

a new line of work, or as an extension of their current work. Lastly, it was discussed which focus for 

AI was seen as promising for the region, since this also shows the participants’ view on the potential of 

the region. 

 

5.4.1 Origin of AI knowledge 

Most companies or knowledge institutes that were 

interviewed and active in AI had obtained their knowledge 

by generating it internally, as Q31 highlights. Eight 

interviewees mentioned generating AI knowledge internally, 

of which one company had classified itself as not yet active 

in AI. Two companies that classified themselves as not 

active in AI acquired their knowledge externally, by hiring 

data scientists. The other companies that did not classify 

themselves as active in AI did not yet clearly state how they would obtain the knowledge needed for 

AI. Since AI is the core business for AI companies and since development agencies, ecosystem experts 

or venture capitalists do not develop AI themselves, this question did not apply to those interviewees.  

Therefore, five interviews were not used to assess the possible overlap in knowledge. An overview of 

the AI knowledge origin can be seen in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: Mentioned origin of AI knowledge 
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“We have not really hired people 

with specific AI expertise. We have 

developed that expertise ourselves by 

attending sessions and trainings and 

by doing projects. Working on actual 

projects in practice is the most 

important.” (Q31) 
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To assess how the development or 

deployment of AI was experienced by the 

interviewees, they were asked whether they 

viewed AI as a new line of work or as an extension 

of their current work. According to an interviewee 

from an AI company, there can be different 

approaches to the integration of AI in a company, 

which is shown in Q32. Hence, some companies 

decide to build up AI competence, while others 

just want a clear and finished solution delivered to 

them. When the interviewed companies and knowledge 

institutes where asked if they saw AI as a new line of work, 

eight clearly stated that they could develop or deploy AI by 

making use of their own competences, as is shown in 

Q33. Three companies saw AI as a new line of work, 

which can be seen in Q34. Thus, not all participants 

were able to clearly distinguish whether AI was an 

extension of their work or a new line of work, but the 

majority seems to agree that it is possible to build on 

existing competences. 

 

5.4.2 Partners for AI 

The participants were asked about their important 

partners for AI. Some companies stated that they did not 

really have any partners. AI companies, other companies that 

were not yet active in AI or did not engage in any AI 

development themselves were sometimes unable to answer 

this question, which resulted in eight answers in total. For 

two companies that are not yet active in AI, it was stated 

that they required or had obtained new partners to start 

their AI developments, which is illustrated in Q35. Five 

participants described that they had the same partners for 

AI as they did for their other activities, an example of 

which is shown in Q36. 

    

5.4.3 Focus for AI 

Fourteen interviewees all mentioned 

that the power of the Brainport region resides 

in its complex machinery and that the focus 

should remain in that domain, which is 

highlighted by Q37. So, AI should be seen as 

an enabling technology that can be used in 

the high-tech systems that the Brainport 

region is already good at, as explained in 

Q38. Hence, AI should not be seen as an end 

itself, but as a means to an end, which the 

Brainport region can use to remain 

“It is ‘give a fish, or teach how to fish’, which 

comes from the expression: ‘give a man a fish 

and he'll eat for a day, teach him how to fish and 

he'll eat forever.’ Some customers say: ‘give me 

a solution, I do not have to be able to do it 

myself, I just want to make use of its potential.’ 

[…] It depends on the client if they want to build 

up that competence themselves.” (Q32) 

“We can build upon the knowledge and 

skills that we already have and that we 

have developed internally.” (Q33) 

“The introduction of AI is no different from 

that of the computer. It has so much impact, 

and even requires a bit of new infrastructure 

[…], which makes it operate completely 

different in every application area.” (Q34) 

“For example the contact with JADS 

and Siemens was not necessary for 

the core activities of the company, but 

it is for data or AI activities.” (Q35) 

“We already needed accurate sensors, 

so you see that that need is accelerated 

because of AI. We are now pressing our 

partners more to get it done, but they are 

the same partners.” (Q36) 

 

“What can make Brainport unique is the combination 

of high class high-tech solutions in combination with 

AI. This will be the way to set us apart. When you look 

at other AI hubs, such as China and the US, we will 

never develop the next Amazon due to the first mover 

advantage […]. The combination with high-tech, that 

is what we are good at and we can become even 

stronger at it if we work together in Europe.” (Q37) 

“We have the smartest people in high-tech here and 

the domain in which we are already a global player 

and should remain a global player. It is about how we 

can apply that new tool in a meaningful way.” (Q38) 
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successful. However, to do so, many challenges should be resolved, such as problems surrounding data 

and fear. 

The interviews have provided clarity about where the potential for AI lies in the Brainport 

region. Firstly, since most participants viewed AI as being an extension to their work and knowledge, 

this is an indication of relatedness between knowledge and skills. Secondly, since quite some companies 

or knowledge institutes are able to make use of the same partners for AI as they do for their core 

business, this is another indication of relatedness. Lastly, the interviews showed that the potential for 

future success of the region can be increased when building upon its existing power, which resides in 

the domain of high-tech systems. 
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6 Discussion 
The purpose of this research was to examine the potential of AI in the Brainport region (RQ1), 

to identify competences that are already present or that are potentially missing (RQ1.1) and to 

investigate the need for international partnerships and the importance of proximity (RQ1.2). The 

literature review and interviews performed during this research were aimed to shed light on these 

questions. This chapter will first describe the theoretical and practical implications of the research, after 

which the limitations of the study and suggestions for further research will be addressed.  

 

6.1 Theoretical Implications 
This research extends the existing literature on relatedness, related diversification and 

proximity through its findings. 

The existing literature on relatedness illustrates that there is not yet a clear consensus on how 

to assess relatedness. Studies that investigate older technologies can make an assessment of relatedness 

based on patent data, but this is not possible in newer technology fields such as AI, because patent data 

might not be able to reveal the potential for related diversification in such a new and rapidly evolving 

field. As a result, it is difficult to systematically assess relatedness of emerging technologies. Therefore, 

this study first examined the different definitions of relatedness and finally focused on knowledge, skills 

and partners as indicators for relatedness (Boschma, 2017; Neffke et al., 2011; Rigby, 2015). Thus, the 

research extends knowledge about how to assess relatedness, especially in the field of disruptive 

technologies. If the Brainport region’s high-tech ecosystem can make use of its relatedness to AI, this 

will likely help obtain a relative advantage in AI (Boschma, 2017; Hidalgo et al., 2018). Therefore, this 

research attempts to use the principle of relatedness to help predict the potential for sustaining success 

of ecosystems. Additionally, research by Boon et al. (2020) describes the importance of choosing key 

technology areas for sustaining the economic success of the Brainport region. The current study uses 

the principles of relatedness and related diversification to identify whether AI is one of those key 

technology areas that the Brainport region should focus on for maintaining its leading position. 

Since the Brainport region’s structure may be described as an ecosystem or cluster, 

investigating the benefits of proximity and the unique competences of this specific ecosystem also 

contributes to knowledge about the perceived benefits of clustering and proximity. Literature on the 

importance of proximity suggests that its importance may be declining due to digitalization, but on the 

other hand that its importance might actually be increasing due to this process. Since there is no clear 

consensus yet on the importance of proximity in the digitized world, participants in this research were 

asked about their experience with proximity and its relevance to gain a deeper understanding of the 

importance of proximity (Götz, 2019a, 2019b). Additionally, research by Götz (2019b) describes the 

importance of IC for the advancement of Industry 4.0 and the digital transformation as a whole. In that 

research, it is described that clusters contribute to the advancement of Industry 4.0 by reducing 

uncertainty thanks to networking, which is facilitated by proximity. Secondly, the research describes 

that the provision of IC is enabled by proximity because actors in the cluster are able to develop future 

skills and competences together. Therefore, during the current research, interviewees were questioned 

about their experience with operating in the Brainport cluster to further shed light on the benefits of 

clustering. Moreover, research by Hidalgo et al. (2018) describes that policies that support the principle 

of relatedness focus on the attraction of missing knowledge in the region by facilitating the flow of 

people who carry that knowledge and by creating bridges to places where that knowledge is already 

present. A policy instrument that is mentioned in that context is the industrial park. Therefore, this study 

focused on not only the importance of proximity, but also on the need for international linkages and 

other knowledge flows. 
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Finally, this research extends research on triple helix collaborations. The Brainport region is 

described as an ecosystem with triple helix collaboration, so it is important to investigate how this type 

of collaboration is experienced in practice and whether it is experienced as contributing to AI by the 

actors in the ecosystem. Therefore, this study attempts to shed more light on which type of interactions 

between actors in the ecosystem are needed for successful collaboration and progress in AI (Nonaka & 

Takeuchi, 1995; Ranga & Etzkowitz, 2013; van der Zee, 2013).  

 

6.2 Practical Implications 
The findings of the research also make it possible to identify practical recommendations for 

actors in the Brainport region, and especially for Brainport Development. 

 

6.2.1 Challenges for AI in Brainport Eindhoven 

There already is quite some AI activity in Brainport Eindhoven, with several companies in the 

advanced manufacturing sector, mobility and medtech sector actively working on AI. One of the biggest 

challenges for AI resides in the need for use cases. Many actors in the Brainport ecosystem indicate that 

more information is needed about how AI can specifically contribute to their context. Therefore, 

Brainport Development could take an active role in facilitating this knowledge generation, for example 

by bringing parties together that share knowledge on use cases. Another big challenge is related to fear 

and risk. Since there is a lack of use cases and concrete examples of the benefits that AI can bring, more 

action needs to be taken to minimalize this fear. This can be done by providing more use cases, but it 

has also become clear that a visionary could play an important role for this. Thus, Brainport 

Development could consider hiring a person from the Brainport region with a large network who can 

accelerate AI developments by increasing coordination between actors, providing opportunities to work 

together on use cases and by increasing the sense of urgency among actors in the ecosystem. Increasing 

the sense of urgency among actors in the ecosystem has also been mentioned as an important aspect for 

accelerating AI developments, so such a visionary could solve several challenges at once by serving as 

a connection node between all actors in the ecosystem. A visionary would thus also play a role in the 

development of proximity. 

Another important challenge resides in data. Firstly, there is much concern among actors about 

the availability of datasets, especially in the medtech sector. With European data regulations being much 

stricter than those in the US and China, there is much concern that these data regulations will increase 

the lag in AI. However, participants mentioned platforms for sharing and combining data as being 

helpful, and thus Brainport Development could further facilitate such data initiatives or even start more 

initiatives to ensure that a lack of data will not become an important bottleneck for AI in Brainport. 

However, quite some companies (especially SMEs) still need to go through a phase of digitalization 

before they can become involved with AI. Therefore, SMEs need to continue to be encouraged to move 

towards digitalization and expertise needs to be provided on how to set up functional data 

infrastructures. This support should ensure that such companies will be able to generate and use valuable 

data.  

A last challenge resides in the need for talent. Even though the knowledge institutes in the 

region are actively implementing education programs about AI, there may still not be enough talent. 

Therefore, the living and business environment of the region is an important point of focus for Brainport 

Development, as it should be ensured that talent from other areas is willing to settle in the region. 

Furthermore, it was indicated during interviews that a lot of talent is not staying in the region due to the 

sectors (i.e. advanced manufacturing, medtech, mobility) that the Brainport region offers. A possible 

solution that was mentioned during an interview, was that the knowledge institutes in the region should 

pay extra attention to the opportunities of data science and AI in the Brainport sectors. This could ensure 
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that students are aware of what they can do with their knowledge in Brainport and help them gain 

specific domain knowledge that is needed to apply knowledge of data science and AI in the high-tech 

sector. Furthermore, such specific information of the application areas of data science and AI in the 

Brainport region can help students become more enthusiastic about working in the Brainport region. 

This should help retain talent in the Brainport region, instead of losing talent to other areas in the 

Netherlands or even abroad. 

 

6.2.2 Unique Competences Brainport Eindhoven 

During the interviews, it became clear that the Brainport region offers some unique 

competences that may increase the potential of AI. Firstly, the name of the region comes with certain 

allure. Several participants indicated that the brand Brainport helped generate legitimacy among 

potential clients or potential talent. This is an indication that the current marketing of the region is 

contributing to the opportunities of its actors. Therefore, Brainport Development should actively 

continue its marketing actions to maintain this allure. 

Another important competence of the region is related to its network. Due to the network that 

the region offers, parties come into contact easily and thus have access to and extensive knowledge 

base, which was mentioned as another unique competence. This network seems to result in many 

collaborations between parties, as well as trust. The culture and size of the region further contribute to 

the nature of the collaborations and trust among the different parties. However, it is important to 

maintain this culture. As was mentioned during an interview, the TU/e could play an important role in 

providing a common language of actors in the region. This common language can also ensure that 

knowledge spillovers continue to take place among actors, because this will make it easier for different 

actors to understand each other. Furthermore, maintaining a common language could ensure that the 

future talent of the region will continue pursuing the culture of collaboration and trust.  

One concrete point of action for Brainport Development would be to support startups and scale-

ups more actively in their growth process by providing services and knowledge. This support could 

protect the startup and scale-up landscape in the region and thus provide the knowledge base of the 

future. 

 

6.2.3 Importance of Proximity, International Linkages and Collaboration  

The majority of interviewees agreed that proximity was beneficial for social interactions, for 

building trust and for setting up partnerships. The interviews illustrated that it depends on the goal of a 

meeting whether it can be carried out successfully online. Especially for the creative process and also 

the support of startups, proximity is strongly preferred. Incubators for startups were therefore mentioned 

as being very useful. Thus, Brainport Development should consider stimulating such incubator 

programs to build a strong startup landscape in the region.  

When participants were asked about their needs for international partnerships, it was believed 

that international collaborations would be beneficial for AI developments. Since the Netherlands is a 

small country, an international focus seems to be inevitable to remain competitive. However, it became 

clear that most actors do not yet know with which international parties partnerships need to be set up. 

This may be due to the fact that AI is a disruptive technology and that many international parties are 

also still figuring out what they can achieve with AI. Also due to the more ethical data regulations in 

Europe, partnerships with countries like the US and China may not always be possible and/or desirable, 

even though there is a relatively large knowledge base present.  

Even though it may not yet be clear with whom collaborations should be set up, there was a 

clear consensus of what collaborations should look like, both between parties within the Brainport 
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region and with international parties. It was mentioned that in the Brainport region, there are a lot of 

projects and workshops, but that most do not move past the talking phase to actual action. Therefore, it 

was suggested multiple times that more substantive collaborations are needed. For this, complementary 

partnerships need to be formed, where there is a common goal instead of rivalry. This has proven to be 

successful before in the Brainport region and such partnerships should be facilitated by Brainport 

Development by bringing together complementary parties. The same could be achieved with 

international parties.  

 

6.2.4 Potential of Brainport Eindhoven for Diversification in AI 

To assess the potential for related diversification, participants were asked how they generated 

their AI knowledge. For the majority of companies, knowledge was generated internally, indicating that 

they were able to build upon their existing capabilities. Thus, this is an indication that there is 

relatedness between the knowledge and skills of high-tech companies with AI. Furthermore, software 

engineering knowledge was mentioned specifically as being necessary for AI, and most companies 

mentioned possessing that knowledge. This finding is supported by the notion that most companies 

characterized AI as being an extension of their work and as being able to build upon their existing 

competences. 

In addition to assessing relatedness based on knowledge and skills, participants were asked 

about their partners. Most actors described that the same partners were used for AI developments, but 

sometimes in different ways than before. Thus, different capabilities of partners became more 

important, but those same partners were able to fulfill the newly expressed needs. However, for two 

actors that did not yet engage in AI activity, obtaining new partners was seen as important for future AI 

developments. Therefore, Brainport Development could play a role in connecting parties that are not 

yet active in AI with knowledgeable parties that can help accelerate the AI developments in such 

companies. 

During the interviews, the participants were asked about what they saw as promising for AI in 

the Brainport region. The large majority or participants stated that the power of the Brainport region 

resides in complex machinery and that this focus should be maintained. It was mentioned that in the 

future, Brainport could set itself apart by combining high class high-tech solutions with AI. Since AI is 

a technology that can have impact in many areas, deciding on a focus can be very important for 

achieving success. Since such a combination of high-tech with AI can, to a large extent, be regarded as 

related diversification, due to the partners and (software) knowledge and skills being largely present, 

this is where the potential for related diversification lies. The Brainport region should not reinvent itself 

and focus on entirely new domains but should use AI as a tool to further strengthen the high-tech 

ecosystem that is already present. Brainport Development can play an important role in developing a 

vision and ensuring that the actors in the ecosystem work towards this common goal. 

 

6.3 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 
Even though the findings of this research are valuable for different actors in the Brainport 

Eindhoven region and Brainport Development, limitations of the study must also be acknowledged and 

suggestions for future research can be made. 

This exploratory study focused on the potential of AI in the Brainport Eindhoven region. 

Different actors from different sectors were interviewed but generalizing the results for each actor in 

the ecosystem may be difficult. Since AI is such a new technology, actors may run into different 

problems that have not yet been mentioned during the interviews of this research. Therefore, some 

challenges may have been overlooked and a larger sample size may have been necessary. However, 

most themes were discussed multiple times during several interviews, indicating that saturation had 
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been achieved. Furthermore, participants were recruited using the network of Brainport Development 

and the network of the researcher. Therefore, the sample may have been influenced by those connections 

and some relevant parties may have been left out. The specific person that was interviewed from each 

organization may have also impacted the results, as people within the same organization may have a 

different view and may answer questions differently. 

One other limitation of this research may reside in its the methodology. Since the findings of 

this research are largely based on semi-structured interviews, one possible limitation may be the way in 

which participants were interviewed. Due to COVID-19, most participants were interviewed via 

Microsoft Teams, an online video calling program. Due to this type of contact, it was sometimes more 

difficult for the participant and the researcher to get acquainted. Such contact also resulted in less 

nonverbal communication, which may have made it more difficult to obtain a full understanding of a 

participant’s story. Additionally, there were sometimes some minor internet connection issues, which 

may have made it more difficult to understand what the other party was saying. This may have resulted 

in less clarity in communication for both the researcher and the participant.  

Another limitation of this research may also be due to COVID-19, which prohibited the research 

from being carried out while being physically present at the office of Brainport Development.  This 

research was carried out entirely while working from home. This may have resulted in a lesser 

understanding of the company context and the Brainport Eindhoven ecosystem, and may thus have 

delivered less insightful results for Brainport Development than if the researcher had been physically 

present at the office of the development agency. 

Another drawback of the research may be the interpretation of the interview questions. The 

interview questions were quite complex, which sometimes resulted in a different interpretation of the 

question than what was meant by the researcher. Some participants immediately understood what was 

meant by certain questions, while other participants did not fully comprehend some questions, even if 

the researcher had tried to clarify their meaning. Since sometimes interviewees were unable to fully 

answer a question due to a lack of understanding, there was less interview data available for some 

aspects of the research. This difference in available data may make it more difficult to assess the 

reliability of the results. Thus, clearer formulation of the interview questions may have been required. 

However, clearer formulation had proven to be difficult because there was no clear definition of 

relatedness, which made it difficult to ask concrete and simple questions. Since most relatedness 

research focuses on assessing the relatedness between past and current activities, there is no clear 

consensus yet on how to assess relatedness between current and potential future activities. Therefore, 

future research on how to generally assess relatedness, also between current and potential future 

activities, may be relevant. 

This research focused on the potential of AI in Brainport, which is one possible key technology 

that may be relevant for sustaining the economic success of the Brainport region. However, the potential 

of other key technology areas has not been investigated in this research. Thus, it is not possible to 

compare the different technologies, making it difficult to determine whether AI should be chosen as 

one of the key technology areas of the region. Therefore, future research should focus on assessing the 

potential of other key technologies in the Brainport region, making it possible to make an informed 

choice for key technology areas. Furthermore, the possible ethical and societal risks of AI were beyond 

the scope of this study, as the focus was on its economic potential in the Brainport region. However, 

the societal impact of AI in the context of Brainport could also be an important direction for future 

research before an informed choice for a key technology area can be made. 
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7 Conclusion 
The objective of this master thesis research was to explore the opportunities for AI in the Brainport 

region. The concept of related diversification was used for determining this potential. With AI 

developments in other parts of the world accelerating, the Brainport region cannot stay behind. 

Therefore, it is important to determine how the Brainport region can best make use of this technology. 

By determining the potential for related diversification in AI, Brainport Development can determine the 

most promising focus areas for AI in Brainport. Therefore, the following research question was 

formulated: To what extent does the current high-tech ecosystem in Brainport Eindhoven offer potential 

for related diversification in AI and which steps can be taken to increase this potential? 

The research started with an extensive literature study and a study of materials provided by 

Brainport Development to create an understanding of the different theoretical concepts, as well as the 

specific context of the Brainport region. Afterwards, the research questions were addressed through 

semi-structured interviews with eighteen actors from within the Brainport ecosystem, and one actor that 

was located outside of the Brainport ecosystem. This resulted in valuable data on the potential for AI in 

the Brainport region. The data was analyzed and coded to also obtain quantitative insights. 

The main finding of the research is that there is potential for AI to be successful in the Brainport 

region, but only if it makes good use of the competences that the Brainport region has to offer. Firstly, 

AI in Brainport is promising because most of the Brainport region’s actors can build upon and extend 

their existing knowledge base of high-tech solutions without having to hire additional experts. Thus, 

the knowledge base offers a strong starting point for success in AI. Furthermore, the existing partners 

of the actors in the ecosystem provide sufficient support for companies that are active in AI, which is 

another indication that there is relatedness between the high-tech ecosystem and the AI ecosystem. 

However, there only seems to be relatedness between the high-tech ecosystem and a potential AI 

ecosystem if the focus of AI is on the combination between AI and high-tech systems. This means that 

the knowledge base of the Brainport region should start with AI by building upon its existing high-tech 

ecosystem and only work on applying AI within that domain. This might rule out other possible 

application areas for AI at this time, but this is where the greatest potential for related diversification 

lies and thus the opportunity for obtaining a relative advantage in AI. Brainport Development can play 

a leading role in accelerating AI developments by appointing a visionary that will connect all actors in 

the ecosystem and will increase the sense of urgency among all actors. Making these connections will 

also make it possible to form (international) complementary partnerships for AI and generate use cases. 

Furthermore, data platforms are essential for ensuring that there is enough data available for training 

AI, and Brainport Development should thus facilitate such initiatives. Lastly, talent in the region should 

be retained by providing students with assignments and internships in the high-tech sector. This will 

not only acquaint them with the opportunities for data science and AI in Brainport but will also provide 

them with the necessary domain knowledge. Introducing students to such assignments and internships 

should enthuse them to work in the Brainport region. In combination with an attractive living 

environment, which should further invite talent from abroad, the Brainport region should be able to 

strengthen and maintain its high-tech knowledge base that can be combined with AI. This should 

strongly contribute to the ongoing economic success of the Brainport region.  

The findings have resulted in a better understanding of the context of and collaborations in the 

Brainport region, what role AI can play in the Brainport region and how it may contribute to its 

prevailing economic success. The principle of related diversification provided a useful framework to 

assess this potential and has shown that the Brainport region should build upon its strong knowledge 

base to become successful in AI. 
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9 Appendices 
 

9.1 Appendix A: Interview Questions Companies/Knowledge Institutes in 

Brainport Ecosystem 
 

1. Is het bedrijf waarvoor u werkt al actief met het toepassen en/of ontwikkelen van AI?  

a. Zo ja, in welk toepassingsgebied (health, mobility of manufacturing/industry)?  

a. Op welke manieren past uw bedrijf AI toe (wat voor soort AI)?  

b. Welke soorten AI ziet u als veelbelovend in uw sector? 

c. Welke capabilities (welke kennis, skills, mensen, partners) vergt het om AI 

te integreren in jullie huidige business?  

d. Kon er voor de integratie met AI veel gebruik gemaakt kon worden van al 

bestaande capabilities? 

e. Ziet u de integratie met AI als een hele nieuwe tak van sport? Zo ja, misten 

er daardoor nog veel capabilities? Welke?  

f. Kunnen er nog bepaalde behoeften vervuld worden zodat uw bedrijf nog 

meer stappen kan zetten in de ontwikkeling en toepassing van AI? 

 

b.  Zo nee, heeft uw bedrijf wel de ambitie om dat te doen? Wat is in uw ogen de 

voornaamste reden waarom uw bedrijf nog geen AI ontwikkelt of toepast?  

a. Welke problemen/uitdagingen loopt u tegenaan waardoor het toepassen van 

AI wordt gehinderd?  

b. Welke kennis of competenties mist uw bedrijf/het ecosysteem waardoor u AI 

niet toepast en welke kennis is wel al aanwezig in uw bedrijf/ecosysteem? 

Ziet u bepaalde overlap in kennis en skills tussen de al bestaande kennis en 

vaardigheden en uw bedrijf en de kennis die u verwacht nodig te hebben voor 

AI? 

c. Welke behoeften moeten vervuld worden voordat uw bedrijf (nog meer) 

stappen kan zetten in de ontwikkeling en toepassing van AI? 
 

2. Waarom zijn jullie in Brainport gevestigd en niet ergens anders? Oftewel: wat is voor uw 

bedrijf de toegevoegde waarde om in het Brainport ecosysteem gevestigd te zijn? 

a. Draagt het bestaande Brainport ecosysteem (hightech maakindustrie) bij aan de AI-

ontwikkelingen van uw bedrijf? Bijvoorbeeld op het gebied van kennis deling? 

b. Wat zijn in uw ogen de belangrijkste competenties van de Brainport Eindhoven regio 

op het gebied van AI?  

c. Welke (essentiële) competenties maken het (AI) ecosysteem in Brainport uniek?  
 

3. Wat zijn voor uw bedrijf belangrijke partners voor de ontwikkeling en toepassing van AI 

(bijvoorbeeld universiteiten, overheid, andere bedrijven in het Brainport ecosysteem, 

internationale partners, inwoners etc.)?  

a. Wat voor type bedrijven/instanties zijn dat? Waar bevinden ze zich in de value chain 

(bijv supplier, service provider, OEM, end user, system integrators, etc.)?  

b. Zijn het start-ups, scale-ups, SMEs, SME+, of multinational bedrijven?  

c. Werkt u met dezelfde partners samen voor AI als u eerder deed voor de core 

activiteiten van uw bedrijf? Of heeft u andere partners voor AI? 
 

4. Missen er momenteel partners, kennis, skills of competenties in het ecosysteem, waardoor de 

verdere ontwikkeling van AI wordt afgeremd?   

a. Zo ja, wat voor partners en/of competenties zijn dit (welke sector, wat voor type 

bedrijf, specifieke bedrijven)?   

a. In hoeverre is het van belang dat bepaalde partners in de regio (dichtbij) 

gevestigd zijn voor het ontstaan/uitbreiden van een AI ecosysteem in de 

Brainport Eindhoven regio?   
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a. Zo ja, welke type partners zijn dat en waarom? En hoe dichtbij is 

dichtbij genoeg?  

b. Zo nee, waarom is dat niet belangrijk? 

b. Heeft de situatie van corona invloed op het belang van nabijheid? 

c. Welke competenties kunnen internationaal worden aangetrokken door 

(internationale) strategische partnerships? Wat voor soort partnerships zijn 

hiervoor nodig? 

 

b. Zo nee, wat maakt dat de huidige partners toereikend zijn?  
 

  

5. Met welke andere clusters (of regio’s/landen) moet Brainport Development in uw ogen 

relaties opbouwen om het lokale AI ecosysteem te versterken? 

 

9.2 Appendix B: Interview Questions AI Companies 
 

1. In welk toepassingsgebied (health, mobility of manufacturing/industry) past uw bedrijf AI 

toe?  

a. Op welke manieren past uw bedrijf AI toe (wat voor soort AI)?  

b. Welke soorten AI ziet u als veelbelovend in uw sector? 

c. Welke capabilities (welke kennis, skills, mensen, partners) vergt het om AI te 

integreren in jullie huidige business?  

d. Kon er voor de integratie met AI veel gebruik gemaakt kon worden van al bestaande 

capabilities? 

e. Ziet u de integratie met AI als een hele nieuwe tak van sport? Zo ja, misten er 

daardoor nog veel capabilities? Welke?  

f. Kunnen er nog bepaalde behoeften vervuld worden zodat uw bedrijf nog meer 

stappen kan zetten in de ontwikkeling en toepassing van AI? 
 

2. Waarom zijn jullie in Brainport gevestigd en niet ergens anders? Oftewel: wat is voor 

uw bedrijf de toegevoegde waarde om in het Brainport ecosysteem gevestigd te zijn? 

a. Draagt het bestaande Brainport ecosysteem (hightech maakindustrie) bij aan de AI-

ontwikkelingen van uw bedrijf? Bijvoorbeeld op het gebied van kennis deling? 

b. Wat zijn in uw ogen de belangrijkste competenties van de Brainport Eindhoven regio 

op het gebied van AI?  

c. Welke (essentiële) competenties maken het (AI) ecosysteem in Brainport uniek?  
 

3. Wat zijn voor uw bedrijf belangrijke partners voor de ontwikkeling en toepassing van 

AI (bijvoorbeeld universiteiten, overheid, andere bedrijven in het Brainport ecosysteem, 

internationale partners, inwoners etc.)?  

a. Wat voor type bedrijven/instanties zijn dat? Waar bevinden ze zich in de value chain 

(bijv supplier, service provider, OEM, end user, system integrators, etc.)?  

b. Zijn het start-ups, scale-ups, SMEs, SME+, of multinational bedrijven?  
 

4. Missen er momenteel partners, kennis of competenties in het ecosysteem, waardoor de 

verdere ontwikkeling van AI wordt afgeremd?   

a. Zo ja, wat voor partners en/of competenties zijn dit (welke sector, wat voor type 

bedrijf, specifieke bedrijven)?   

a. In hoeverre is het van belang dat bepaalde partners in de regio (dichtbij) 

gevestigd zijn voor het ontstaan/uitbreiden van een AI ecosysteem in de 

Brainport Eindhoven regio?   

a. Zo ja, welke type partners zijn dat en waarom? En hoe dichtbij is 

dichtbij genoeg?  

b. Zo nee, waarom is dat niet belangrijk? 
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b. Heeft de situatie van corona invloed op het belang van nabijheid? 

c. Welke competenties kunnen internationaal worden aangetrokken door 

(internationale) partnerships? Wat voor soort partnerships zijn hiervoor 

nodig? 

 

b. Zo nee, wat maakt dat de huidige partners toereikend zijn?  
 

5. Met welke andere clusters (of regio’s/landen) moet Brainport Development in uw ogen 

relaties opbouwen om het lokale AI-ecosysteem te versterken? 

 

9.3 Appendix C: Interview Questions Development Organizations 
 

1. Wat zijn in uw ogen de meest voorkomende toepassingen van AI (wat voor soort AI) 

binnen uw focus sector?  

a. Welke soorten AI ziet u als veelbelovend in die sector? 

b. Welke capabilities (welke kennis, skills, mensen, partners) vergt het om AI 

te integreren in dergelijke businesses?  

c. Denkt u dat er voor de integratie met AI veel gebruik gemaakt kan worden 

van al bestaande capabilities? 

d. Ziet u de integratie met AI als een hele nieuwe tak van sport? Zo ja, missen 

er daardoor nog veel capabilities? Welke?  

e. Denkt u dat er nog bepaalde behoeften vervuld kunnen worden zodat 

bedrijven nog meer stappen kunnen zetten in de ontwikkeling en toepassing 

van AI? 
 

2. Wat is voor bedrijven in uw focus sector de toegevoegde waarde om in het Brainport 

ecosysteem gevestigd te zijn met betrekking tot AI? 

a. Draagt het bestaande Brainport ecosysteem (hightech maakindustrie) bij aan de AI-

ontwikkelingen van de bedrijven? Bijvoorbeeld op het gebied van kennis deling? 

b. Wat zijn in uw ogen de belangrijkste competenties van de Brainport Eindhoven regio 

op het gebied van AI?  

c. Welke (essentiële) competenties maken het (AI) ecosysteem in Brainport uniek?  
 

3. Wat zijn belangrijke partners voor de ontwikkeling en toepassing van AI (bijvoorbeeld 

universiteiten, overheid, andere bedrijven in het Brainport ecosysteem, internationale 

partners, inwoners etc.)?  

a. Wat voor type bedrijven/instanties zijn dat? Waar bevinden ze zich in de value chain 

(bijv supplier, service provider, OEM, end user, system integrators, etc.)?  

b. Zijn het start-ups, scale-ups, SMEs, SME+, of multinational bedrijven?  

c. Werken de bedrijven met dezelfde partners samen voor AI als ze eerder deden voor 

de core activiteiten? Of hebben ze andere partners voor AI? 
 

4. Missen er momenteel partners, kennis, skills of competenties in het ecosysteem, 

waardoor de verdere ontwikkeling van AI wordt afgeremd?   

a. Zo ja, wat voor partners en/of competenties zijn dit (welke sector, wat voor type 

bedrijf, specifieke bedrijven)?   

a. In hoeverre is het in uw ogen van belang dat bepaalde partners in de regio 

(dichtbij) gevestigd zijn voor het ontstaan/uitbreiden van een AI 

ecosysteem in de Brainport Eindhoven regio?   

a. Zo ja, welke type partners zijn dat en waarom? En hoe dichtbij is 

dichtbij genoeg?  

b. Zo nee, waarom is dat niet belangrijk? 

b. Heeft de situatie van corona invloed op het belang van nabijheid? 
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c. Welke competenties kunnen internationaal worden aangetrokken door 

(internationale) strategische partnerships? Wat voor soort partnerships zijn 

hiervoor nodig? 

 

b. Zo nee, wat maakt dat de huidige partners toereikend zijn?  

  

5. Met welke andere clusters (of regio’s/landen) moet Brainport Development in uw ogen 

relaties opbouwen om het lokale AI ecosysteem te versterken? 
 

9.4 Appendix D: Interview Questions Ecosystem Expert 
 

1. Hoe ziet u het Brainport ecosysteem op dit moment? 

b. Wat zijn de unieke competenties? 

c. Wat mist er? 

d. Waar loopt men tegenaan? 

 

2. Hoe kunnen we een AI-ecosysteem in de regio opbouwen, wat is daarvoor nodig? 

 

3. Hoe kunnen we ons ecosysteem versterken? Wat is uw ervaring en visie? 

 

4. Missen er nog partners in ons ecosysteem die het verder zouden kunnen versterken? 

a. Hoe ziet u het belang van fysieke nabijheid? Moeten partners in de regio gevestigd 

zijn? Heeft corona hier effect op? 

b. Zijn internationale partnerships een goede vervanging voor fysieke vestiging in het 

ecosysteem? 

  

5. Met welke andere clusters (of regio’s/landen) moet Brainport Development in uw ogen 

relaties opbouwen om het lokale AI-ecosysteem te versterken? 

 

6. Heeft u nog tips voor Brainport Development omtrent ecosysteem ontwikkeling? 

 

 

9.5 Appendix E: Coding Scheme 
 

Category Codes Description Example 

Active in AI Developing AI in-

house 

Mentioning that a company is 

developing its own AI 

solutions. 

“We are currently working 

with deep-learning 

techniques and the whole 

Machine learning chain.” 

 AI developed by 

partners 

A company is not developing 

AI in-house, but is applying AI 

solutions from external parties. 

“They will not be 

developing this application 

in-house; the software is 

brought in by another 

party.” 

Not Active in 

AI 

Future AI 

Ambitions 

Indication that a company is 

not yet working on AI but is 

planning to do so in the future. 

“The ambition to start 

working with AI is 

definitely present, because 

it is an emerging field.” 

Brainport 

Region 

Allure Whether settlement in the 

Brainport region contributes to 

obtaining customers and 

credibility. 

“Clients think that you are 

located in the right region 

and right location.” 
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 Culture Whether the culture in the 

region plays an important role. 

“The culture in the region 

is much more open, people 

talk more, send each other 

a message on Whatsapp, 

which is nice and makes 

contact very easy.” 

 Talent The talent pool of the region 

and its contribution to success. 

“The added value of being 

located in Eindhoven is 

that the right people and 

partners are located here.” 

 

 Knowledge Base Whether the knowledge 

background of the region 

contributes to AI. 

“The breeding ground is 

the high-tech industry with 

accompanying 

knowledge.” 

 Legacy How the legacy of companies 

in the region contributes (or 

not)  to AI developments 

“Companies that do not 

have our legacy can start 

from zero and catch up 

with parties that do have 

more experience but suffer 

from their own leading 

position.” 

 Network Whether the company 

experiences benefits of being 

part of the Brainport Network. 

“Due to the contact with 

partners in Brainport, we 

are more able to reach 

parties.” 

 Size Whether the size of the 

ecosystem contributes to a 

company's success. 

“In comparison to other 

regions, Brainport is 

smaller and more 

manageable, which makes 

it easier for parties to get in 

touch.” 

 

 Trust If trust is an important factor 

for AI success. 

“The ease with which 

people in the ecosystem 

collaborate is very much 

based on trust.” 

 Focus for AI The necessary focus for the 

region in AI. 

“We have the smartest 

people in high tech in this 

region. We have the 

domain in which we need 

to remain successful.”  

 Promising AI Promising AI applications, yet 

not necessarily being 

applied/developed currently by 

the company. 

“For software, it is much 

easier to more quickly and 

cheaply scale up, so that is 

where the opportunities 

lie.” 

Capabilities Human Capital Necessary competences related 

to human capital 

“To interpret data, people 

are needed that are not 

only data engineer, but also 

psychologists, or 

environmental expert, for 

example.” 
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 Knowledge and 

Skills 

Necessary Knowledge and 

Skill capabilities mentioned 

“Apart from programming 

skills, knowledge of data 

collection is needed, as 

well as knowledge about 

the legal and safety aspects 

of data.” 

 Coordination Whether coordination between 

parties in the region 

experienced as a challenge. 

“But there are parties that 

are working independently 

or in isolation.” 

 Data Whether the mentioned AI 

challenge is caused by 

problems with data 

(availability/infrastructure). 

“Medical companies 

experience difficulty with 

obtaining datasets due to 

very strict rules.” 

 Domain 

Knowledge 

Whether domain knowledge is 

important for AI development. 

“You need to do that 

together with people that 

know such processes really 

well, so that is domain 

knowledge. The clients has 

domain knowledge.” 

 Ethics Ethical concerns for AI “In the media, there is a lot 

of negative attention for 

AI, for example that an 

algorithm discriminates.” 

 Fear, Risk  Experience with fear and risk 

surrounding AI. 

“They know that they can 

create a lot of data, but do 

not yet dare to because 

they do not know what 

they can do with it.” 

 Living or 

Business 

environment 

How living in the Brainport 

region is experienced and 

contributes to people looking 

to work in the region. 

“To attract and preserve 

companies in Brainport, it 

must be as attractive as 

possible to be located 

here.” 

 Mindset If mindset is experienced as a 

challenge for AI 

developments, and how so. 

“Another problem is the 

older generation. Those 

people see AI as something 

with which they do not 

really want to be 

involved.” 

 Need for Use 

Cases 

Whether a need for concrete 

AI use cases is expressed as a 

need. 

“They often ask what it 

will contribute, because 

they do not yet see the 

added value.” 

 Need for Wider 

Network 

An expressed lack of certain 

partners in the network that 

make it more challenging to 

take steps. 

“A physical network of 

hubs is important, because 

of the benefits of chance 

encounters.” 

 Political or 

Legislative 

Expressed challenges/needs 

are related to 

legislations/politics. 

“When you want to start 

with AI, you end up in a 

discussion about what will 

happen to the data.” 

 Problems with 

Digitalization 

Before a company can proceed 

with AI, digitalization needs to 

take place. If this has not yet 

“The overarching big 

problem is general 

digitalization.” 
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happened, this may be 

expressed as a challenge. 

 Resources Resources as a challenge for 

further steps in AI. 

“There are really large 

gaps in funding. In 

Eindhoven, 20 million is a 

giant early states 

investment, while they talk 

about investments of 200 

million in Silicon Valley.” 

 Strategic or 

Management 

Challenges/needs related to 

strategic decision making or 

management. 

“There has been a need for 

strategic support for 

growth. It has been very 

difficult to move from the 

start-up to the scale-up 

phase.” 

 Urgency The experienced urgency for 

developing AI 

“Brainport is too much 

politics and discussion, 

there is too little action.”  

 Vision Whether vision is experienced 

as a challenge for AI 

developments. 

“The focus of Brainport 

Development is too much 

on where Eindhoven came 

from, while it is about a 

vision of where Eindhoven 

is going.” 

Diversification 

in AI 

AI as Extension 

of Current Work 

Whether the interviewee 

assesses that diversification in 

AI can an extension of the 

current work of the company. 

“So, we continue to build 

on the strengths of the 

region.” 

 AI as new Line of 

Work 

Whether the interviewee views 

AI as an entirely new line of 

work for the company. 

“The world of AI is a 

completely new world. It is 

the world of mathematics 

and there are not many 

mathematics parties yet.” 

 Different AI 

Partners 

It is mentioned that for AI 

there are different partners 

than for the core business of 

the company. 

“The contact with certain 

companies is not needed 

for the core activities of the 

company, but it is needed 

for data or AI activities.”  

 Same Partners for 

AI 

For AI, the same partners are 

used as are used for the core 

business of the company. 

“We started to press more 

on their current partners to 

get it done.” 

 

 Knowledge 

Internally 

Generated 

Whether knowledge is 

generated internally because it 

was (partly) already present or 

through training of existing 

personnel. 

“We have developed the 

expertise themselves by 

attending sessions and 

trainings and by working 

on projects.” 

 Knowledge 

Sourced 

Externally 

Whether knowledge is 

externally sourced through 

hiring new employees or by 

hiring a company to do an 

assignment. 

“We have brought in some 

knowledge to keep up with 

AI developments.” 
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Partners Current Partners The mention of partners as 

being important for further 

development. 

“We are not yet far along 

but are looking into it and 

are therefore also working 

with external parties.” 

 Missing Partners Which partners a company 

needs for progress in AI 

development or deployment. 

“We would like more 

discussions with other 

startups about problems 

they run into.” 

 International Mentioned opportunities for 

international partnerships. 

“This region must be 

connected to other regions, 

like Germany.” 

Proximity Proximity The described role of 

(physical) proximity for AI 

development. 

“In terms of knowledge 

spillovers, physical 

proximity offers a lot of 

benefits.” 

Collaborations Collaborations Descriptions of if and how 

companies collaborate with 

others. 

“A community that would 

be willing to share best 

practices models for 

certain applications could 

be very valuable.” 

Tips for BPD Tips for BPD Concrete tips for Brainport 

Development provided by 

interviewees. 

“The time between 

settlement and getting to 

know Brainport 

Development should be 

shortened.” 

 

 


